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Abstract

Due to the BESSY-VSR upgrade and the design of the next synchrotron radiation facility

BESSY III, there are several lattice development tasks at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB).

Within the last several years, there was a signi�cant shift in the physics community from

standalone plotting programs, optimization routines, and numerical libraries towards the

Python programming language, which absorbed these tools into different packages. At HZB,

Python is the predominant programming language used to set up the execution of simulations

and to post-process their results. The issue with existing and mature particle accelerator simu-

lation codes is that it is not trivial to integrate them into a typical Python work�ow. Many

physicists have written several wrapper scripts around the existing simulation codes to lever-

age the power of Python’s rich ecosystem of scienti�c tools. The issue with these wrappers is

that there are often not reusable because they are very speci�c to a particular task and often

rely on string manipulation of the lattice �les or run �les, which can be very error-prone and is

computationally inef�cient. Furthermore, these wrapper scripts only give access to the simula-

tion results and not to the underlying internal models of the simulation codes, like the mag-

netic lattice or information about individual magnets. Therefore it was decided to develop a

new Python package that generates an accelerator model from a given lattice �le. This model

can be queried for information on individual magnets and on properties of composed struc-

tures like the length of a cell. It is designed in such an extensible way that it can be used as a

foundation for different simulation methods, which can be built on top of it. Such a method,

which is capable of computing the Twiss parameters, dispersion function, chromaticity, emit-

tance, and synchrotron radiation integrals, was implemented. This thesis covers how this new

tool was developed and then used to optimize the O5T2off optics for the BESSY-VSR project,

adapt the beta functions of the BESSY  II storage ring for an emittance exchange experiment,

and create a framework of automated lattice summaries, which could be useful for the devel-

opment of a future BESSY III lattice. The developed code does not aim to replace the more ma-

ture and full-featured existing particle accelerator codes. However, it extends the ecosystem of

accelerator tools by enabling fundamental lattice development using the Python language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents the development of the new lattice design tool apace, the new JSON-based

lattice �le format LatticeJSON, and some of their applications.

This �rst chapter provides a brief overview of the third-generation light source BESSY II and

some of its current lattices design tasks. Then, it discusses the challenges of integrating the ex-

isting simulation codes in a modern and high-level programming language like Python, which

sets the motivation for the development of a new optics code as part of this thesis.

The second chapter covers the physical concepts of beam dynamics in electron storage

rings needed to implement the new lattice design tool.

The third chapter addresses various challenges and considerations made during the imple-

mentation. Furthermore, it gives a short overview of the capabilities of the developed Python

package.

The fourth chapter presents the applications of the developed optics simulation program

for two optics changes at the BESSY II storage ring.

The last chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the results and gives an outlook

into its potential use cases in the future.

The appendix includes the documentation, the API reference, and the source code of the de-

veloped Python package.

1.1  BESSY II - A Third Generation Light Source

The third-generation synchrotron light source BESSY II is located in Berlin Adlershof and is op-

erated by the research institute Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) since 1998. Its purpose is to

provide extremely brilliant synchrotron light pulses in the range of terahertz radiation to hard

X-rays. The storage ring has a circumference of 240 m and is equipped with 50 beamlines. A

graphic overview of BESSY II is shown in Figure 1.1. In addition, the most important parameters

of the storage ring are listed in Table 1.1.
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position of the planned 
VSR-cryomodule

Figure 1.1: Floor plan of the synchrotron light source BESSY II (extracted from [1])
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Table 1.1: Parameters of the BESSY II storage ring

Parameter Value

nominal energy 1.7 GeV

horizontal emittance ≈ 7 nm rad

circumference 240 m

RF-frequency 500 MHz

revolution time 800 ns

beam current 300 mA

number of cells 16

number of bending magnets 32

bending radius 4.354 m

beam-lines ≈ 42

The electrons are emitted by a DC grid cathode and are accelerated up to 90 keV. In the follow-

ing linear accelerator (LINAC), their energy is increased up to 50 MeV [2]. Next, the electrons

are transferred to the booster synchrotron, where they are accelerated up to 1.7 GeV and in-

jected into the storage ring cumulatively so that a beam current of 300 mA is maintained (top-

up). The electrons can be stored for up to 10 hours and emit, depending on the type of de�ec-

tion (bending magnet, wiggler, or undulator), photon energies from 10 eV up to 15 keV.

At BESSY II, it is possible to operate the machine in two different modes. Most of the time,

the storage ring is set to the standard user optics with 15 ps bunch length. During two weeks of

the year, the lattice is changed to the low  optics, which provide buckets with 3  ps bunch

length [3]. This can be realized by reducing the momentum compaction factor  from 

to . The coherent synchrotron radiation instability leads to a limiting bursting thresh-

old current, which scales with ~ . Therefore the photon �ux has to be reduced signi�cantly in

comparison to the standard optics. At this time, high �ux users cannot run experiments, which

is why the low alpha mode can only be provided for short periods.

α

α  c 7 ⋅ 10−4

4 ⋅ 10−5

α  c
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1.2  Lattice Development at HZB - Examples

This section introduces some of the lattice development tasks at HZB, which have been ad-

dressed using the developed code.

1.2.1  Enlarging the Available Installation Length for the VSR Cryomodule

Due to increasing interest in studies that require very short photon pulses, HZB is developing a

new operational mode called Variable pulse-length Storage Ring (VSR) [4], which aims to ful�ll

the requirements of the users who need short 2 ps bunches and of the users relying on the high

average beam current, which is mainly stored in the 15 ps long bunches. The idea is to store

long and short bunches in one storage ring simultaneously by establishing a beating pattern of

higher harmonic cavities providing alternating longitudinal focusing gradients for two differ-

ent bunch lengths.

Figure 1.2: Voltage of the VSR cavities and their sum. The alternating large (blue) and small (red) gradients

lead to short and longer bunches, respectively. (based on [4] and [1])
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This will be achieved by the installation of an additional cavity module consisting of two

1.5 GHz and two 1.75 GHz cavities. The superposition of these two new frequencies and the ex-

isting 0.5  GHz cavity leads to alternating high (blue) and low gradients (blue) shown in

Figure 1.2. The long bunches are located at the small voltage gradients, where the voltages of

the 1.5 GHz and 1.75 GHz cavities cancel out. The short bunches, with higher current than in the

low alpha mode, are produced at the high voltage gradient, where the voltages of the cavities

add up.

Figure 1.3: The currently available space within the T2 section of the storage ring. Removing the Q5 quadru-

poles would lead to about 0.7 m of additional installation lenght for a larger cryomodule. (yellow - Dipole,

red - Quadrupole, green - Sextupole)

The additional cavity module will be installed in the T2 section of the BESSY  II storage ring,

shown in Figure 1.3. One challenge - addressed by my bachelor’s thesis [5] - is that the module

needs more space than initially assumed. One solution is to remove the two Q5T2 quadrupoles

to gain about 0.7 meters of installation length. The goal is to switch off the Q5T2 quadrupoles

in simulations while maintaining the most important transverse linear parameters as the beta

functions, tune, and momentum compaction factor. The best optics presented showed that a

turn-off of the Q5T2 quadrupoles in the T2 straight is possible. Furthermore, the optics was

tested at the storage ring, where it was possible to store high current with reasonable lifetime

and injection ef�ciency.
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As already stated in the conclusion of the bachelor’s thesis, the presented optics have to be fur-

ther optimized regarding different aspects: There is still a non-negligible beta beat outside of

the T2 section. The linear optics could be further improved by overcoming some limitations of

the code of the bachelor’s thesis. Depending on the number of parameters, some optimization

runs took several days. Optimizing time-critical parts of the developed code would allow opti-

mizing using a higher number of quadrupole con�gurations. Also, the capability to mask cer-

tain regions, which would not be taking into account by the objective function, or set the beta

functions to the desired value in the cavity module could further improve the obtained optics.

That would require a signi�cant rewrite of the developed code. Adjusting the objective function

of the optimization method, discussed in Section 4.1, could improve the linear result. Besides

the optimization of the linear beam dynamics, the optics has to be further optimized with re-

gard to the non-linear dynamics. Different sextupole settings can be used to optimize the

phase and momentum acceptance.

1.2.2  Emittance Exchange Experiment

With the uprise of 4ᵗʰ generation light sources, the discussion of round beams becomes more

relevant. A round beam is produced when the emittance is the same in both transversal planes.

Such an emittance exchange is helpful in two use cases:

First, discussed in [6], an exchange of the transverse beam emittances can improve the in-

jection ef�ciency. Since the beam is injected in the horizontal plane and the beam emittance is

much larger in the horizontal plane for an electron synchrotron, the horizontal emittance pri-

marily de�nes the required acceptance for a high injection ef�ciency. Therefore, reducing the

horizontal emittance in the booster synchrotron, shown in Figure 1.4, by partially transferring

it into the vertical plane can signi�cantly lower the required acceptance of the storage ring and

thus increase the injection ef�ciency.
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Figure 1.4: In�uence of the horizontal emittance of the injected beam on the required aperture for high injec-

tion ef�ciency (based on [6])

Another reason for an emittance exchange is the generation of round beams in the storage ring.

The goal is to match the electron beam phase space with the phase space of the emitted photon

beam at the radiation source to optimize the photon beam’s brilliance and coherent fraction.

There are different techniques to generate round beams. For example, operating on a cou-

pling resonance or driving a skew excitation resonantly with the beam. One experiment to

study the in�uence of the resonant skew excitation on the emittance exchange depending on

the size of the beta function required an optics change in one of the triplet sections of the stor-

age ring. Section 4.2 presents how the developed code was used to raise the horizontal beta

function from 1.2 m to 15 m at the center of the straight.

1.2.3  Automated Lattice Summaries

At HZB, the development of the Conceptual Design Report (CDR) of the BESSY  II successor

BESSY III has started. Many lattice candidates arise during the development of an entirely new

accelerator lattice, which themselves require serval iterations. These numerous versions of lat-

tices are created by different physicists making different considerations and optimizing for dif-

ferent parameters. Due to the variety of accelerator physics codes, the lattice �les and simula-

tion results are stored in different formats. Even though many accelerator codes provide the
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option to export the lattice �les to different formats, this often does not work �awlessly and

requires editing these �les manually afterward. That makes sharing and comparing the differ-

ent lattices candidates during the design phase very cumbersome and unnecessarily time-

consuming.

The number of different simulation codes and lattice �le formats is probably due to the va-

riety of different lattice development tasks. Certain tasks can be very speci�c to a given facility

and require a feature, which may not be implemented in one of the existing codes. Due to some

codes not being open-source or since it can be easier to implement a certain feature from

scratch than integrating it into one of the existing codes, this probably led to the historical

fragmentation of accelerator physics codes and lattice �le formats.

On the other hand, the boundary conditions for a new BESSY  III lattice are well de�ned.

Therefore, especially for fundamental lattices development, mainly linear beam dynamics, it

should be possible to automate the process of sharing lattice �les and simulation results.

Ideally, there would be a shared database of lattices. The lattices �les would be automati-

cally generated in multiple formats every time a lattice is added to the database. In the same

way, a prede�ned set of simulations would be run. The simulation results could then be sum-

marized in the form of a lattice report, for example, through a web page. Such a framework of

automatically generated lattice summaries would also be useful for existing lattices. For exam-

ple, to benchmark a BESSY  III candidate lattice with one of the existing 4ᵗʰ generation light

sources or build an updated version of the Synchrotron Light Source Data Book [7].

As a starting point and to facilitate the creation of such a database, it might be helpful to

use a slimmed-down version of lattice �le formats. Such a restricted version would only con-

tain basic element types such as drifts and multipoles. As these elements are available in all ac-

celerator codes, this would make a one-to-one translation between the lattice �le formats pos-

sible. Furthermore, with the lattice �les available in the different formats, automated routines

could be set up for the different simulations codes.

A prove-of-concept framework of automated lattice summaries was developed using the

new lattice design tool and JSON-based lattice �le format and will be presented in Section 4.3.

1.2.4  Smaller Lattice Development Tasks at the BESSY II Storage Ring

Sometimes there are smaller lattice development tasks, where, for example, a user needs to

know the value of the beta function at a speci�c position in the storage ring. Often this task re-

quires some post-processing, which at HZB is mainly done in Python. Thus, having a native
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Python interface to the accelerator model and the Twiss parameters would be very bene�cial

for these tasks.

1.3  Motivation: The Need for a Python Interface to Particle Accelerator

Simulations

MAD-X [8] and elegant [9] are some of the most mature and commonly used accelerator

physics simulation codes, among many others, listed here [10]. Both programs a driven by an

input �le - often called run-�le. This �le de�nes various simulation parameters but can also be

used to de�ne an optimization procedure. After the execution, the results are stored in an out-

put �le. Over the years, various toolkits and programs emerged to inspect, post-process, and

plot these results. Elegant even comes with its own post-processing toolkit SDDS [11].

Sometimes, for complex runs, more �exibility is needed, which is why Python is commonly

used for post-processing and analysis of the simulation data.

Python has a rich ecosystem of numerical libraries and optimization tools, which is grow-

ing day by day. It has become the go-to language for scienti�c computing and machine learn-

ing. A typical work�ow of using MAD-X or elegant with Python would be (see Figure 1.5):

�. Create a run �le

�. Run the simulation de�ned by the run-�le

�. Store the results as a �le.

�. Load the simulation results into Python and post-process the data.

�. Output the post-processed data. (e.g. a plot or a new optics �le)
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Figure 1.5: An exemplary work�ow for using MAD-X or elegant from Python.

One issue of this work�ow is that not all information contained within the data structures and

models of the simulation software is included in the output �les. For example, MAD-X and ele-

gant do not include a complete model of the accelerator’s lattice but only an array of elements

for the simulated orbit positions. Another issue is that the execution of MAD-X and elegant can

only be driven by their respective run-�le. Although both run-�les provide basic features of a

programming language, such as variables, loops, or if-else statements, their capabilities are ex-

tremely limited compared to Python. Therefore it would be desirable to drive the execution of

the simulation using Python. Full access to the accelerator model of these simulations software

would require implementing a Python interface for MAD-X or elegant. PyMAD [12] is an at-

tempt to create a Python API for MAD-X. As Python is a highly object-oriented language and

MAD-X is mainly written in C and Fortran, it is not trivial to design an API that �ts the different

programming paradigms of these languages. The PyMAD project was unmaintained since 2017

but was recently picked up by the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT) [13].
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Figure 1.6: Driving the execution of MAD-X or elegant using Python. A new run-�le is generated for each iter-

ation of the optimization process.

To still leverage the powerful optimizers of the Python ecosystem, one common workaround is

to use a template lattice-�le or run-�le: At the beginning of each iteration, Python generates a

unique input �le by inserting the values of the optimization parameters into the template �le.

Using this new run-�le, Python then starts the simulation software as a sub-process, parses the

results, calculates the value of the �tness function, and lets the optimizer compute the values

of the optimization arguments for the next iteration. This is repeated until the terminating

condition of the optimizer is met. Afterward, the �nal results are saved to a �le. This work�ow,

illustrated in Figure 1.6, has several drawbacks:

No direct access to the accelerator model.

It is computationally very inef�cient: The simulation software has to parse the run-�le

and rebuild the accelerator model for each iteration because the memory is freed after

the program terminates.

Storing simulation results in a �le and loading them into Python for each iteration is an-

other performance issue: Hard disks are many magnitudes slower than computer mem-

ory. Even though this could be enhanced by using a RAM disk, serializing and deserializ-

ing the simulation results for each iteration are still not optimal.

Substituting strings in a run-�le is very error-prone and can lead to hard-to-�nd bugs.

For these reasons, it would be desirable to have a direct Python API to drive the execution of

accelerator simulations. As discussed above, integrating one of the existing simulation codes in

Python is a dif�cult task. It was therefore decided to develop a new optics code as a native

Python package. As Python is a dynamically typed language and its major implementation
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CPython [14] does not convert the source code directly into native machine instruction, ordi-

nary Python programs execute slower than programs written in lower-level languages like C or

Fortran. To ensure an extremely fast calculation of the Twiss parameters, which is necessary

because high-dimensional optimizations often require millions of iterations, time-critical parts

were implemented in the C language.

The code is partially based on scripts written for the Q5T2-off optics of my bachelor’s the-

sis. At the time of this thesis, the code is capable of calculating most of the linear parameters

like the Twiss parameters, the dispersion function, the betatron phase, the tune, the momen-

tum compaction factor, the natural chromaticity, the emittance, and synchrotron radiation in-

tegrals. Particle tracking is implemented by the matrix method. In addition, an experimental

branch can do particle tracking by integrating the equations of motion, which is used for some

plots in this thesis but not well tested.

A main feature of the developed code is its accelerator model, which includes an internal

dependency graph between the accelerator elements: Whenever an element changes one of its

attributes, it automatically noti�es all its dependents. For example, suppose a magnet changes

its length. In that case, it noti�es its containing lattice that its length has to be recomputed,

which in turn noti�es a simulation method that the linear optics parameters have to be recal-

culated the next time they are accessed. That is convenient for the users because they do not

have to keep track of complex dependency relations and ensure that only outdated properties

are recomputed. No performance is wasted on calculating already known values.

The next chapter provides an introduction to the physical foundation of the developed

code.
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Chapter 2

Beam Dynamics in Electron Storage

Rings

This chapter covers all concepts of electron beam dynamics in circular accelerators needed for

implementing the developed beam optics code apace. The books of H. Wiedemann  [15], A.

Wolski [16], K. Wille [17] and, F. Hinterberger [18] are the main sources of this chapter.

Electrons in a storage ring oscillate around a curved ideal path. Transforming this ideal or-

bit away using a different coordinate system than Cartesian coordinates will facilitate our work

in the following sections. Therefore, the �rst section introduces the co-moving Frenet-Serret

coordinate system. Next, Section 2.2 derives the equations of motions in this new coordinate

system. Linearizing these equations of motion allows for an analytical description of the parti-

cle beam, presented in Section 2.3. The following Section 2.4 addresses the effects of energy de-

viations of the particle beam on the betatron tune and ways to limit these chromatic errors.

Section 2.5 provides a brief overview of the effects of synchrotron radiation on the beam prop-

erties. Finally, the last section discusses the concepts introduced at the example of different pe-

riodic lattices.

2.1  The Co-moving Coordinate System

To describe the motion of a particle in circular accelerators, one usually chooses the co-moving

Frenet-Serret coordinates, whose origin follows the trajectory of the reference particle.
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Figure 2.1: Co-moving Frenet-Serret coordinate system

The three basis vectors

span the Frenet-Serret coordinate system. While the  vector moves tangential to the orbit,

the horizontal  and vertical  vectors are perpendicular to it. The  coordinate de-

scribes the distance covered on the ideal orbit. The  coordinate de�nes the path length of the

individual particle trajectory. The horizontal and vertical coordinates correspond to  and ,

respectively. For statements that are valid for both transversal planes, we will use the general

variable .

In the Frenet-Serret system, the sum of the coordinate system’s origin , the horizontal

displacement , and the vertical displacement  from the nominal orbit cor-

responds to the position vector of the individual particle:

In the following, we use a dot to denote a derivative with respect to time  and a prime mark to

denote a derivative with respect to the orbit position . Then the velocity and acceleration in

the Frenet-Serret system are

   

 (s)ês

 (s)êx

 (s)êy

=  

ds
dr  (s)0

=  (s) ×  (s)ês êx

tangent basis vector

horizontal basis vector

vertical basis vector

(2.1)

 (s)ês

 (s)êx  (s)êy s

z

x y

u

r  (s)0

x(s)  (s)êx y(s)  (s)êy

r(x, y, s) = r  (s) +0 x(s)  (s) +êx y(s)  (s)êy (2.2)

t

s
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and

Here we introduced

where  and  correspond to the horizontal and vertical curvature of the ideal orbit,

respectively.

2.2  Equations of Motion

A particle with the charge  and the mass  moving through a structure of magnets experi-

ences the magnetic part of the Lorentz force, which de�nes its equations of motion

where  is the magnetic �eld vector. Assuming a vanishing longitudinal component of the

magnetic �eld , we obtain the equations of motion in the Frenet-Serret coordinates by

substituting Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.6:

The second time derivate of the orbit position  changes when a particle travels with an offset

through a bending magnet or when it moves with an angle divergence to the orbit. However, as

the transversal velocities of a relativistic particle beam are small compared to the longitudinal

components, the �rst time derivate of the orbit position  changes slowly. Therefore we can

approximate

(x, y, s) =ṙ x  (s) +ṡ ′êx y  (s) +ṡ ′êy h  (s)ṡ ês (2.3)

  

(x, y, s)r̈ = x + x − hκ   (s)( ′′ṡ2 ′ s̈ x0 ṡ
2) êx

+ y + y − hκ   (s)( ′′ṡ2 ′ s̈ y0 ṡ
2) êy

+ 2κ  x + 2κ  y + h  (s).( x0
′ ṡ2

y0
′ ṡ2 s̈) ês

(2.4)

h = 1 + κ  x +x0 κ  y,y0 (2.5)

κ  x0 κ  y0

q m

=r̈  ( ×
m

q
ṙ B), (2.6)

B

B  ≈z 0

  

x + x − κ  h′′ṡ2 ′ s̈ ṡ2
x0

y + y − κ  h′′ṡ2 ′ s̈ ṡ2
y0

= −  B  h
m

q
y ṡ

=  B h
m

q
x ṡ

(2.7)

s̈

ṡ
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simplifying the equations of motion

When a magnetic �eld de�ects a charged particle, the Lorentz force takes the place of the cen-

tripetal force

Here, the horizontal  and vertical  curvatures are de�ned as the curvatures experienced by

an on-momentum particle due to the magnet lattice:

Figure 2.2: Path length difference between the orbit and an individual particle trajectory

≈s̈ 0, (2.8)

  

x′′

y′′

= −  B  + κ  h
mṡ

qh
y x0

=  B  + κ  h.
mṡ

qh
x y0

(2.9)

  

F  centripetal

−mv κ2

= F  Lorentz

= q( ×B).ṙ (2.10)

κ  x κ  y

  

κ  (x, y, s) =  x
ρ  (x, y, s)x

1

κ  (x, y, s) =  y
ρ  (x, y, s)y

1

=  B  (x, y, s)
p  0

q
y

= −  B  (x, y, s)
p  0

q
x

(2.11)
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Applying the linear approximation of the relationship between the path length of the orbit and

the path length of an individual particle trajectory

shown in Figure 2.2, yields the momentum as an expression of the time derivative of the orbit

position :

We de�ne the relative momentum deviation

as the ratio of the momentum deviation  and the momentum of the ideal particle . Then

we can express a particle’s momentum

in terms of its momentum deviation  and the ideal momentum .

Subsituting Equation 2.11, Equation 2.13, and Equation 2.15 into Equation 2.9, we obtain a

second-order differential equation for the equations of motion

completely de�ned by the geometric multipole strengths of the magnetic lattice of the

accelerator

Integrating Equation  2.16 yields the individual particle trajectories and can be used to track

particles through non-linear elements. An experimental implementation of this method is in‑

dz = (1 + κ  x +x0 κ  y)ds +y0 O(2), (2.12)

ṡ

p = mv ≈ (1 + κ  x +x0 κ  y) =y0 ṡ mhṡ (2.13)

δ =  

p  0

Δp
(2.14)

Δp p  0

p = p  +0 Δp = p  (1 +0 δ) (2.15)

δ p  0

  

x′′

y′′

= −  κ  + hκ  

(1 + δ)
h2

x x0

=  κ  + hκ  ,
(1 + δ)
h2

y y0

(2.16)

  

κ  (x, y, s)x

κ  (x, y, s)y

= κ  (s) + k(s)x + m(s)(x − y ) + ...x0
2 2

= κ  (s) + k(s)y + m(s)xy + ... .y0
(2.17)
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cluded in the developed code, but it is not as performant as other tracking methods of more

mature codes. Nevertheless, it was, for example, used to create the plots in Section 2.4.

2.3  Linear Beam Dynamics

Equation 2.16 does not allow for analytical investigations. Courant and Synder [19] developed a

formalism that allows describing the particle beam using analytic quantities by linearizing the

equations of motion. My bachelor’s thesis [5] thoroughly discussed the theory of linear beam

dynamics. Therefore this section skips most of the derivations and only provides a summary of

the most important results.

2.3.1  Linearized Equations of Motion

To linearize Equation 2.16, we expand the expression

in , leading to:

Multiplying out the parentheses and only keeping terms linear in , , and , we obtain the lin-

earized equations of motion:

Equation 2.20 is a linear second order differential equation, which can be solved analytically.

Therefore, the transformation of the particle trajectory

 =
1 + δ

1
1 − δ + O(2) (2.18)

δ

  

x′′

y′′

= −(1 − δ)(1 + κ  ) (κ  + kx) + κ  (1 + κ  x)x0
2

x0 x0 x0

= (1 − δ)(1 + κ  ) kyx0
2 (2.19)

x y δ

  

x + (κ  + k)x′′
x0
2

y − ky′′

= κ  δx0

= 0 (2.20)
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through beam transport elements can be described as a matrix multiplication

where  is a  transfer matrix. The solutions of Equation 2.20 for a drift section (

), for a dipole magnet ( ), and for a quadrupole ( ) are in-

cluded in Appendix D.

2.3.2  Betatron Oscillation

Tracking a particle through the beam transport system by applying the different transfer matri-

ces of beam transport elements yields the individual particle trajectory. However, Courant and

Synder [19] developed a formalism, revealing more insightful analytical properties of the entire

particle beam. The Courant-Snyder functions, sometimes called Twiss parameters, arise from sep-

arating the on- and off-momentum motion.

Therefore, we �rst solve the linearized equations of motion, Equation 2.20, for the disper-

sion-free case, leading us to the most fundamental quantity of the transversal beam motion, the

beta function . Then, in Section 2.3.4, we introduce the dispersion function  to account

for the transverse motions caused by momentum deviations.

By neglecting the off-momentum terms and combining the focusing terms into one param-

eter  for the horizontal and  for the vertical plane, the

linear equations of motion become

Equation 2.23, known as Hill’s equation, is a second-order linear ordinary differential equation

similar to the harmonic oscillator. The difference is that the parameter  is

not constant but is a function periodic with the circumference of the accelerator . The

Floquet’s theorem states that Hill’s equation has two linearly independent solutions, given by

 

X(s) =    =    

⎝

⎛x(s)
x (s)′

y(s)
y (s)′

l(s)
δ(s) ⎠

⎞

⎝

⎛ horizontal offset
horizontal slope
vertical offset
vertical slope

longitudinal offset
relative momentum deviation⎠

⎞

(2.21)

X(s + L) = R(s, s + L)X(s), (2.22)

R 6 × 6 κ  =x0

k = 0 κ  =x0  0, k = 0 κ  =x0 0, k = 0

β(s) η(s)

K  (s) =x κ  (s) +x0
2 k(s) K  (s) =y −k(s)

u (s) +′′ K  (s)u(s) =u 0. (2.23)

K(s) = K(s + C)

C
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the product of a complex exponential function and a periodic function [20]. The real part of the

general solution of Hill’s equation is

where we identify the integration constants  and  with the emittance and the initial beta-

tron phase, respectively. The beta function  is periodic with the circumference of the ac-

celerator .

Figure 2.3: The envelope of a particle beam at the example of a FODO cell. The right plot shows the betatron

oscillation for 33 electrons with an emittance of 5 nm rad. (extracted from [5])

Figure 2.3 shows the particle trajectories and the beam envelope as de�ned by Equation 2.24.

The individual particles oscillate within the envelope

As the beta function  determines the shape of this envelope, and therefore the transverse

beam size, it is considered one of the most important quantities in circular accelerator physics.

By substituting Equation 2.24 and its second derivative into Equation  2.23, we obtain an

expression for the betatron phase

The tune

u(s) =  cos(ψ  (s) +ϵ  β  (s)u u u ψ  ),u0 (2.24)

ϵ ψ  0

β  (s)u

C

E(s) = ±  .ϵβ(s) (2.25)

β(s)

ψ  (s) =u  .∫
0

s

β  (s )u
∗

ds∗

(2.26)

Q  =u    

2π
1

∫
s

s+C

β  (s )u
∗

ds∗
(2.27)
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describes the number of betatron oscillations per turn.

By rearranging Equation 2.24 and its �rst derivative with respect to the orbit position 

we obtain an ellipse equation for the Twiss parameters

where

and

Following Equation 2.29, the trajectory of betatron oscillation forms an ellipse in the -

phase space. The Twiss parameters , , and  determine the shape of this ellipse at

the orbit position . The emittance , which we introduced as an integration constant, de-

scribes the occupied phase space volume of the ellipse , according to Liouville’s theorem

a constant of motion [21].

Furthermore, supposing the Twiss parameters , , and  are know for the positons  and

. Then, the 2×2-sub-matrices  of  describing the transformation of a

particle from the orbit position  to  within horizontal or vertical plane is

where , , , , and .

2.3.3  Transformation of the Twiss parameters

Equation 2.29 can be written in matrix form:

s

u (s) =′ −  (α  (s) cos(ψ  (s) +
 β  (s)u

 ϵ
u u ψ  ) +u0 sin(ψ  (s) +u ψ  )),u0 (2.28)

ϵ  =u γ  (s)u (s) +u
2 2α  (s)u(s)u (s) +u

′ β  (s)u (s),u
′2 (2.29)

α(s) :=  

2
−β (s)′

(2.30)

γ(s) :=  .
β(s)

1 + α (s)2

(2.31)

(u,u )′

α(s) β(s) γ(s)

s ϵ

A = πϵ

α β γ s

s + L R  (s,L)u
2×2 R(s,L)

s s + L

R  (s,L) =u
2×2

    

⎝

⎛  (cosψ  + α  sinψ  ) 

β  0

β  1
1 0 1

 cosψ  −  sinψ  

 β  β  0 1

α  −α  0 1
1

 β  β  0 1

1+α  α  0 1
1

 sinψ  β  β0 1 1

 (cosψ  − α  sinψ  ), 

β  1

β  0
1 1 1 ⎠

⎞
(2.32)

β  =0 β  (s)u β  =1 β  (s +u L) α  =0 α  (s)u α  =1 α  (s +u L) ψ  =1 ψ  (s +u L)
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We de�ne the Twiss matrix

Since the emittance  is the same at the position  and , rearranging Equation 2.33

results in an expression for the transformation of the Twiss parameters

Multiplying the matrices of Equation 2.36 yields a system of linear equations

For a stable solution to exist, the Twiss functions must have the same value after one revolu-

tion, leading to the periodicity condition for circular accelerators

where  is the length of the ideal orbit. Using this condition we can solve the system of linear

equations of Equation 2.37, yielding the Twiss functions as expression of the one-turn-matrix

:

ϵ  =u      (u(s) u (s)′ ) (
γ  (s)u

α  (s)u

α  (s)u

β  (s)u
) (

u(s)
u (s)′ ) (2.33)

B  (s) =u   .(
β  (s)u

−α  (s)u

−α  (s)u

γ  (s)u
) (2.34)

ϵ s s + L

  

ϵ = X (s)B (s)X(s)T −1

= X (s)R (R ) B (s)R RX(s)T T T −1 −1 −1

= (RX(s)) (RB(s)R ) (RX(s))T T −1

= X (s + L)(RB(s)R ) X(s + L)T T −1

X (s + L)B (s + L)X(s + L),=! T −1

(2.35)

B(s + L) = R(s,L)B(s)R (s,L).T (2.36)

  

β(s + L)

α(s + L)

γ(s + L)

= R  β(s) − 2R  R  α(s) + R  γ(s)11
2

11 12 12
2

= −R  R  β(s) + (R  R  + R  )α(s) + R  R  γ(s)11 12 11 22 12
2

12 22

= R  β(s) − 2R  R  α(s) + R  γ(s).12
2

12 22 22
2

(2.37)

  

β(s)

α(s)

γ(s)

= β(s + C  )0

= α(s + C  )0

= γ(s + C  ),0

(2.38)

C  0

R(s,C  )0
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From the expression of the beta function  in Equation 2.39, it follows that a stable solution

only exists for

de�ning a stability criteria.

2.3.4  Dispersion

The dispersion function

describes the change in the transverse offset  with respect to the relative momentum devi-

ation . Therefore, the trajectory of an off-momentum particle is given by the sum of the beta-

tron oscillation  and the dispersive offset :

Supposing the values of the dispersion function  and its derivative  are known at the

orbit position . Then, the transfer matrix  determines their values at the orbit position

:

Using the periodicity condition for circular accelerators

  

β(s)

α(s)

γ(s)

=  

 2 − R  − 2R  R  − R  11
2

12 21 22
2

2R  12

=  β(s)
2R  12

R  − R  11 22

=  .
β(s)

1 + α (s)2

(2.39)

β(s)

2 − R  −11
2 2R  R  −12 21 R  >22

2 0, (2.40)

η  (s) =u  

dδ
du(s) (2.41)

u(s)

δ

u  (s)β u  =δ η  (s)δu

u(s) = u  (s) +β u  (s) =δ u  (s) +β η  (s)δu (2.42)

η(s) η (s)′

s R(s,L)

s + L

  

η(s + L)

η (s + L)′

= R  η(s) + R  η (s) + R  11 12
′

16

= R  η(s) + R  η (s) + R  21 22
′

26
(2.43)
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the dispersion function  and its derivative  can be expressed in terms of the one-turn-

matrix :

To calculate the graph of  and  along the entire ring, Equation 2.45 can be used to cal-

culate the values  and  at an initial orbit position . Afterward,

Equation 2.43 yields the values of  and  for all other orbit positions .

2.3.5  Momentum Compaction

The momentum compaction factor

is de�ned as the ratio between the change in the path length of a dispersive particle for one rev-

olution  with respect to the relative momentum deviation  and the path length of the ideal

orbit . While  is the path length of an on-momentum particle,

corresponds to the path length difference caused by the momentum deviation. Applying the

linear approximation of the path length element , introduced in

Equation 2.12, to Equation 2.47 yields

  

η(s)

η (s)′

= η(s + C  )0

= η (s + C  )′
0

(2.44)

η(s) η (s)′

R(s,C  )0

  

η(s)

η (s)′

=  

2 − R  − R  11 22

R  (1 − R  ) + R  R  16 22 12 26

=  

2 − R  − R  11 22

R  (1 − R  ) + R  R  16 11 21 16
(2.45)

η(s) η (s)′

η  =0 η(s  )0 η  =0
′ η (s  )′

0 s  0

η(s) η (s)′ s

 

α  =   with C = C  + ΔC  ,c
C  0

1
dδ
dC

β δ (2.46)

C δ

C  0 C  β

ΔC  =δ C − C  =β  dz −∫
0

C

 dz∫
0

C  β

′ (2.47)

dz ≈ (1 + κ  x)dsx0

  

ΔC  δ =  1 + κ  (s)(u  (s) + u  (s))ds −  1 + κ  (s)u  (s)ds∫
0

C  0

x0 β δ ∫
0

C  0

x0 β

= δ  κ  (s)η(s)ds.∫
0

C  0

x0

(2.48)
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Substituting Equation  2.48 into Equation  2.46, we obtain an expression for the momentum

compaction factor

corresponding to the mean value of the product between the curvature of the ideal orbit 

and the dispersion function .

2.4  Chromaticity

As discussed in the previous section, many effects of beam dynamics can be explained by the

analysis of the linear equations of motion. However, certain phenomena can only be under-

stood considering the higher-order terms.

The �rst subsection discusses the in�uence of energy deviations on the betatron tune and

why they are harmful to the beam quality. Using elements with non-linear �eld components

can limit these effects, described in the following subsection.

2.4.1  Natural Chromaticity in a Storage Ring

The number of betatron oscillations per turn, de�ned by the tune, is determined by the posi-

tion and strength of the quadrupole and bending magnets. However, as the experienced multi-

pole strength of a particle depends on its momentum, off-momentum particles will complete a

different number of betatron oscillations per turn. Figure 2.4 shows the in�uence of the mo-

mentum deviation on the focal length of a quadrupole. Generally, particles with a higher mo-

mentum  are less de�ected by a quadrupole, resulting in fewer betatron oscillations. On

the other hand, particles with a negative momentum deviation  undergo a larger de�ec-

tion, leading to a higher tune.

 
α  =   κ  (s)η(s)ds,c

C  0

1
∫

0

C  0

x0 (2.49)

κ  (s)x0

η(s)

δ > 0

δ < 0
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Figure 2.4: Impact of the momentum deviation on the focal length of a quadrupole. The trajectories were cal-

culated by integrating Equation 2.16. The dashed lines correspond to the particle trajectories without mo-

mentum deviation . The stronger de�ection for particles with  (red) leads to a shorter focal

length. Particles with  (blue) are less de�ected, resulting in a longer focal length. In the case of on-mo-

mentum particle  (green), the trajectories are identical to the linear case.

The chromaticity

describes the change in the betatron tune with respect to the relative momentum deviation .

In linear approximation, the perturbed quadrupole strength caused by the momentum

deviation

has the same effect as a gradient error

δ = 0 δ < 0
δ > 0

δ = 0

ξ  =u  

dδ
dQ  u (2.50)

δ

k  (s, p) =p   =
p

q

dx
dB  y

  ≈
p  (1 + δ)0

q

dx
dB  y (1 − δ)   =

p  0

q

dx
dB  y

k + Δk (2.51)

Δk = −kδ. (2.52)
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Therefore, to derive the effect of this gradient error, we introduce a perturbation in form of a

thin quadrupole

with the in�nite focal lenth . Here we look at the 2×2-sub matrix, which only transforms

the horizontal or vertical componentes of the particle vector . According to Equation 2.32 the

2×2-one-turn-matrix in the horizontal or vertical plane

can be written as an expression of the Twiss parameters, where . Hence, we can ex-

press the perturbed one-turn-matrix in terms of the unperturbed Twiss parameters:

By calculating the trace of the perturbed one-turn-matrix

we obtain

where . For small tune pertubations , we can use the small-angle approx-

imiation of the trigonometric functions  and , resulting in an

expression for the differential of the tune pertubation

Q  =p   (
1

−Δkds
0
1) (2.53)

 Δkds
1

X

R =   (
cos Ψ + α  sin Ψ0

−  sin Ψβ  0

1+α  0
2

β  sin Ψ0

cos Ψ − α  sin Ψ0
) (2.54)

Ψ = 2πQ

  

R  p = RQ  p

=     (
cos Ψ + α  sin Ψ0

−  sin Ψ
β  0

1
β  sin Ψ0

cos Ψ − α  sin Ψ0
) (

1
−Δkds

0
1)

=   (
cos Ψ + α  sin Ψ − β  Δkds sin Ψ0 0

⋯
⋯

cos Ψ − α  sin Ψ0
)

(2.55)

  

Tr(R  )p

2 cos Ψ  p

Tr(RQ  )=!
p

= 2 cos Ψ − β  Δkds sin Ψ0
(2.56)

cos Ψ cos dΔΨ − sin Ψ sin dΔΨ = cos Ψ −  β  Δkds sin Ψ,
2
1

0 (2.57)

Ψ  =p Ψ + dΔΨ ΔQ

cos dΔΨ ≈ 1 sin dΔΨ ≈ dΔΨ
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By integrating Equation 2.58 and substituting it into Equation 2.50, we obtain an expression

for the natural chromaticities

which only takes the contribution of the momentum-dependent quadrupole strength into ac-

count. Since particles with a positive momentum deviation ( ) experience a weaker focus-

ing, the natural chromaticities  are always negative.

2.4.2  Chromaticity Correction

Two effects cause chromaticities to be undesirable in circular accelerators, making it necessary

to correct for these chromatic errors. First, resonances between the betatron oscillation and the

magnetic �elds arising at speci�c values of the betatron tune can lead to a beam loss. Thus, for

high chromaticities, where even particles with small momentum deviations experience a large

tune shift, moving particles into resonance becomes more likely. Moreover, particles have

vastly different tunes for high chromaticities, corresponding to a tune spread in the tune dia-

gram. Hence, the accelerator has to be operated at a distance to the nearest resonances larger

than the tune spread, imposing strict constraints on possible tunes and making it challenging

to choose an operational tune.

Secondly, so-called head-tail instabilities, a collective effect between the electrons of the

head and tail of a bunch, grow proportional with the chromaticity.

  

dΔQ =  β  Δkds
4π
1

0

= −  δβ  kds.
4π
1

0

(2.58)

  

ξ  x
n

ξ  y
n

= −   β  (s)k(s)ds
4π
1

∫
0

C

x

= +   β  (s)k(s)ds,
4π
1

∫
0

C

y

(2.59)

δ > 0

ξ  u
n
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Figure 2.5: In�uence of sextupole placed at a position of non-zero dispersion. Similar to Figure 2.4, the trajec-

tories were calculated by integrating Equation 2.16. The dashed lines correspond to the particle trajectories

without momentum deviation . The non-linearity of the sextupole corrects the chromatic error of the

quadrupole, resulting in a focal point of the dispersive particle.

Non-linear elements can compensate for the chromaticities introduced by the momentum-de-

pendent quadrupole strength. The goal is to give particles with a positive momentum devia-

tion  an additional kick and counterbalance the stronger kick, which particles with a neg-

ative momentum deviation  experience. Figure 2.5 shows a sextupole compensating for

the chromaticity introduced by a quadrupole. A sextupole magnet behaves in one plane like an

amplitude-dependent quadrupole magnet. Therefore, a sextupole has the desired effect at a

position of dispersion , where the particles are sorted by their momentum deviation .

Using the additional sextupole kick experienced by a dispersive particle , we

can, analog to Section 2.4.1, derive an expression for the part of the chromaticity introduced by

the sextupole magnets

δ = 0

δ > 0

δ < 0

η = 0 δ

Δk = mηδ

  

ξ  x
s

ξ  y
s

= +   β  (s)m(s)η  (s)ds
4π
1

∫
0

C

x x

= −   β  (s)m(s)η  (s)ds.
4π
1

∫
0

C

y x

(2.60)
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We obtain the total chromaticity from the sum of the natural chromaticity  and the chro-

maticity caused by the sextupole magnets 

2.5  Synchrotron Radiation

A resting electron produces a static electric �eld but does not emit radiation, which would vio-

late the law of conservation of energy since a stationary electron has no kinetic energy to use.

The same must hold for a uniformly moving electron as it is stationary in another inertial

frame of reference. However, if a charged particle is accelerated, it produces an electromagnetic

wave. According to Maxwell’s equations, the change in the electric �eld results in a magnetic

�eld. In turn, the variations of the magnetic �eld produce an electric �eld. These periodical os-

cillations in the electromagnetic �eld, which propagate energy at the speed of light , are

known as electromagnetic radiation.

In the case of a charged particle in a circular accelerator where it is accelerated radially in a

bending magnet, undulator, or wiggler at relativistic speed, this radiation is called synchrotron

radiation. The previous sections discussed the beam dynamics while neglecting the emission of

synchrotron radiation. However, the random emission of photons of a radially accelerated elec-

tron in�uences the amplitude of its betatron and synchrotron oscillations, which changes the

beam emittance.

At �rst, this might seem like a violation of Liouville’s theorem  [21]: It describes the time

evolution of an ensemble of classical systems and states that the phase-space distribution of

these systems is constant along any path. However, it is also applicable to a single system of 

non-interacting electrons as such a system can be seen equivalent to an ensemble of  sys-

tems. Thus, for non-interacting electrons, the emittance, which corresponds to the occupied

volume in phase space, must be conserved. However, as soon as an electron emits a photon, the

electron beam emittance only occupies a sub-volume of the total electron-photon phase space,

spanned by the coordinates of the electron and photon. Thus due to the synchrotron radiation

and consistent with Liouville’s theorem, the beam emittance can change. Nevertheless,

Liouville’s theorem still holds for the entire electron-photon system. Therefore, contrary to a

ξn

ξs

  

ξ  x

ξ  y

= −   β (s)(k(s) − m(s)η  (s))ds
4π
1

∫
0

C

x x

= +   β (s)(k(s) − m(s)η  (s))ds.
4π
1

∫
0

C

y x

(2.61)

c

N

N
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proton beam, where the synchrotron radiation is neglectable, the electron beam emittance is

not a constant of motion.

In the following, we will derive the in�uence of synchrotron radiation on the electron beam

emittance, where the report of Sands [22] was the primary source for this section. It is conve-

nient to de�ne the �ve so-called synchrotron radiation integrals [23], to facilitate the mathemati-

cal work:

With

we introduced the so-called curly  function, fully de�ned by the Twiss parameters. Note that

for an accurate calculation of the fourth synchrotron radiation integral in Equation 2.65 we also

have to consider the dipole edge focusing. In the developed code, this was adopted from the

MAD-X source [8].
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2.5.1  Radiation Damping of Betatron Oscillations

Figure 2.6: Radiation damping of the betatron oscillation. The emission of a photon changes the transverse

and longitudinal components of an electron’s momentum. But as the cavity only re�lls the longitudinal com-

ponent, the transverse momentum components decrease over time.

As shown in Figure 2.6, a radially accelerated electron emits synchrotron radiation in its gen-

eral direction of motion, leading to a decrease of the longitudinal and transversal components

of its momentum. However, the electric �eld of the cavity only restores the electron’s longitudi-

nal momentum. Over time, the interplay of both of these effects leads to a damping of the

electron’s betatron oscillation. While this effect is commonly called the radiation damping, the

damping of the betatron oscillations occurs in the cavity. The emission of synchrotron radia-

tion does not - apart from slightly changing the focusing strength of the magnets due to the

energy loss - directly affect the amplitude of the betatron oscillations. However, the damping is

still a second-order effect of the synchrotron radiation, as, without it, the cavity would not re-

store the longitudinal momentum.

To quantify the in�uence of the synchrotron radiation on the amplitude of the betatron os-

cillations, we make some assumptions:

First, we assume the emission of synchrotron radiation is precisely parallel to the mo-

mentum of the electron.

Second, we assume a continuous emission of synchrotron radiation over a given path

length.

Finally, we assume the acceleration happens continuously along the ring.
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Under these assumptions, the betatron oscillations would dampen to zero. However, due to the

quantum nature of photons, the emission happens in discrete chunks of energy, making the

second assumption not entirely reasonable. The discrete emissions lead to a counteracting ex-

citation which will be considered in Section 2.5.2.

We recall the de�nition of the emittance

from Equation 2.29. Note that the coordinates  and  correspond to the betatron coordinates,

which do not include the offset and slope caused by the momentum dispersion. By using the

above de�nition of the emittance, we obtain an expression for the variation of the emittance

with respect to the transverse coordinates  and 

Neither the emission of a photon nor the acceleration immediately changes the transverse dis-

placement of an electron , leading to . The sum of the synchrotron radiation and the

cavity forces results in a variation of transverse momentum

Therefore the variation of transverse slope  is

Furthermore, we have to take into account the in�uence of the momentum deviation.

Therefore, we will �rst solve the dispersion-free vertical case  and then add an addi-

tional term for the horizontal case .

With  and , we can conclude for the variation of the vertical

coordinates

and obtain an expression of the variation of the vertical emittance

ϵ  =u γ  u +u
2 2α  uu +u

′ β  u ,u
′2 (2.68)

u u′

u u′

δϵ  =u (2γ  u +u 2α  u )δu +u
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′ ′ (2.69)
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where  corresponds to the energy re�lled by the cavity, not the energy decrease due to the

damping . Under the assump-

tion of a uniform distribution of betatron phases , we must average over Equation  2.73.

Therefore we solve the integrals

and

and substitute them into Equation 2.73:

Over the time of one revolution , the energy chunks  add up to the total radiation loss 

. Therefore, following our third assumption, we write an expression for the time derivative of

the vertical emittance

For the variation of the horizontal emittance
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we have to consider an additional term  caused by the momentum dispersion. As discussed

in Section 2.3.4, the total horizontal displacement  is sum of betatron displacement 

 and dispersive displacement :

As the energy loss due to the emission of a photon cannot immediately change the total dis-

placement  or slope  of an electron, the betatron coordinates  and  must compensate

the change in the dispersive coordinates  and . Therefore the variation of the betatron co-

ordinates  and  is

where  is the variation of the electron energy caused by the synchrotron radiation.

Substituting Equation 2.80 into Equation 2.69 yields the additional term of the variation of the

horizontal emittance

From [22], we use the expression for the radiation power

where  and  corresponds to the electric and magnetic �elds, respectively, and we intro-

duced a constant

As , the radiation power is in linear approximation

Subsituting ,  and  into Equation 2.84, yields
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With  and Equation 2.85 we can write for the variation of the Energy

Using Equation 2.86, we can average over all betatron phases 

Only even terms in  and  will contribute a �nite value, while odd terms in  and  vanish.

Analogous to Equation 2.74 we �nd that  and for average of  we obtain

which we substitute into Equation 2.86:

Using the relationships , we de�ne nominal radiation loss per turn

where we made use of the fact that for the nominal particle . By comparing Equation 2.82

and Equation 2.90, we obtain an expression for the nominal radiation power

P ≈ P  (1 +0 2δ + 2  x).
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in terms of the curvature of the ideal orbit  and the nominal energy loss per turn .

Substituting Equation 2.91 into Equation 2.89 and integrating over one turn yields the change

of the horizontal emittance caused by radiation damping

where we inserted the second and fourth synchrotron radiation integrals de�ned in

Equation 2.63 and Equation 2.65.
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2.5.2  Quantum Excitation

Figure 2.7: Quantum excitation of the betatron oscillation. When an electron with the reference momentum

 emits a photon within a bending magnet, it loses energy and will no longer be on the on-energy

closed orbit. It will now perform betatron oscillations around a dispersive closed orbit . (based on

[16])

Until now, we assumed the radiation would be emitted continuously along a given path length

parallel to the particle’s momentum. If this were the case, then after some time, the betatron

amplitude would damp to zero. However, due to the quantum nature of photons, the radiation

is not emitted continuously but rather happens in discrete chunks of energy, resulting in an ex-

citation of the emittance called quantum excitation. Illustrated in Figure 2.7, the discontinuous

jump in energy caused by the emission of a photon of discrete energy forces the electron on a

dispersive orbit . Subsequently, the electron now performs betatron oscillations around

the new closed orbit.

Furthermore, the photons are not emitted precisely parallel to the electron’s velocity but

rather in a cone, resulting in a change in the direction of the momentum. That also excites the

p = p  0

p < p  0

p = p  0
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betatron oscillation and prevents the emittance from damping to zero, even if the emission of

synchrotron radiation would be continuous. However, as the latter effect is much smaller than

the former, we will neglect this effect for the following considerations.

For same argument leading to Equation 2.80, the emission of a photon with the discrete

energy  leads to a variation of the betatron offset and betatron slope:

Inserting  and  into the de�nition of the phase space ellipse from Equation 2.68, we ob-

tain an expression for the variation of the emittance caused by the emission of a discrete pho-

ton of the energy 

where we substituted the curly  function de�ned in Equation 2.67. As the photons are emit-

ted randomly with different energies , we have to average Equation 2.94 over the energy dis-

tribution of the photons. Therefore, we introduce a new quantity  which denotes number

of photons emitted per time unit in the energy interval .

According to [22], the squared emitted energy per time unit is

where

is to the so-called quantum constant.

Using Equation 2.95, we can integrate Equation 2.94 along the length of the ring to obtain

an expression for change of the horizontal emittance caused by the quantum excitation
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where in the last step, we substituted the second and �fth synchrotron radiation integrals 

and  de�ned in Equation 2.63 and Equation 2.66. Note that the change of the emittance is

positive, which corresponds to an excitation of the emittance.

2.5.3  Equilibrium Emittance

As discussed in the last two subsections, two counteracting effects are changing the amplitude

of the betatron oscillations. The total time derivative of the emittance corresponds to the sum

of both, i.e., Equation 2.92 and Equation 2.97:

While the synchrotron damping leads to an exponential decay of the emittance, the quantum

excitation is independent of the amplitude causing the emittance to grow constantly. Therefore

eventually, both effects become equally strong, leading to a zero time derivative of the

emittance

at a value known as equilibrium emittance
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Note that the magnetic lattice fully de�nes Equation 2.100. For electron storage rings, this has

a very practical consequence: The equilibrium emittance is unrelated and therefore not limited

by the emittance of the source. Consequently, any arbitrary injected particle distribution

damps to the value of the equilibrium emittance.

In the literature, the expression for the equilibrium emittance often differs by a factor of

two from Equation 2.100. The reason is that many books use the root-mean-square of the hori-

zontal betatron displacement

to establish an alternative de�nition of the emittance

2.6  Lattice Design

As shown in the last section, the choice of magnetic lattice for a circular electron ring de�nes

the magnitude of synchrotron radiation and the equilibrium emittance of the particle beam.

The previous sections introduced the most important analytical parameters of electron beam

dynamics. In this section, we want to discuss the concepts introduced at the example of differ-

ent periodic lattices. At �rst, we will cover the FODO lattice, which is the most simple, strong-

focusing lattice. However, it has some disadvantages, making it an unfavorable choice for mod-

ern high-energy synchrotron radiation facilities. Therefore, in the following subsection, we

move on to the double bend achromat lattice (DBA). Due to its dispersion-free straights, it is a

more suitable choice for insertion devices, and it has compared to the FODO lattice a lower

equilibrium emittance. All plots are created by the developed code.
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2.6.1  The FODO Lattice

The FODO cell is the simplest possible strong-focusing lattice. It consists out of alternating

horizontal and vertical focusing quadrupoles with drift spaces in between, which give the cell

its name: A horizontal Focusing quadrupole, a drift space (0 force), a horizontal Defocusing,

and a drift space (0 force). A schematic of the FODO lattice is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of a FODO cell

We can use the periodic condition of Section 2.3.3 to calculate the optical functions  and

. The periodic solution of the Twiss parameters  and  for a FODO lattice without

dipoles ( ) are shown in the upper plot of Figure 2.9.

β(s)

η(s) β(s) η(s)

R = 0
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Figure 2.9: Top: Twiss parameters of the FODO cell without dipoles. Bottom: Twiss parameters of a FODO

cell with dipoles (solid) compared to a cell without dipoles (dashed, from top).

While the horizontal beta function  reaches its maximum at the center of the horizontal

focusing quadrupole q1, the vertical beta function  has its maximum at the center of the

vertical focusing quadrupole q2. As the dispersion is introduced by bending magnets, this

FODO cell has a vanishing dispersion function . A high dispersion function is especially

undesirable at the location of insertion devices, which would signi�cantly increase the quan-

tum excitation. A circular accelerator must have bending magnets, as - by de�nition - it has to

close at some point, which makes a non-vanishing dispersion function  inevitable.

β (s)x

β  (s)y

η  (s)x

η  (s)x
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However, as discussed in the following subsection, it is still possible to design a lattice with no

dispersion within certain sections of the ring.

The simplest way to create a FODO-based circular accelerator is to place a bending magnet

in the center of every drift space. The Twiss parameters  and  for such a FODO cell

with dipoles ( ) are shown in the lower plot of Figure 2.9. Table 2.1 lists a comparison of

the lattice parameters for both FODO cells.

Table 2.1: Lattice parameter of the FODO cell from Figure 2.9

without dipoles with dipoles

Cell length  / m 8.00 8.00

Bending angle 0.00

Quadrupole strength  / m 0.80 0.80

Horizontal tune 0.28 0.28

Vertical tune 0.28 0.30

Max. horizontal beta  / m 14.11 14.05

Max. vertical beta  / m 14.11 13.82

Max. dispersion  / m 0.00 1.85

As one can see, the dipoles introduced a non-zero dispersion function  with a graph simi-

lar to the horizontal beta function: A maximum of 1.8 meters at the center of the horizontal fo-

cusing quadrupole q1 and a minimum of 0.8 meters at the center of the vertical focusing quad-

rupole q2. Due to the horizontal weak-focusing of the dipoles and vertical focusing of the

dipole edges, the maxima of the horizontal and vertical beta functions are slightly smaller than

in the FODO cell without dipoles. For the same reasons, the vertical tune  is a bit larger.

β(s) η(s)

R =  8
π

L

φ  8
π

k −2

Q  x
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β  x,max

β  y,max
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Figure 2.10: Top: The horizontal and vertical beta functions . Middle: The horizontal and vertical alpha

functions . Bottom: The betatron phase 

Discussed in Section 2.3.2, the evolution of phase space ellipse of the beam is fully de�ned by

the ,  and  functions. Figure  2.10 shows the graph of the  and 

functions together with betatron phases . According to their de�nition 

 , the alpha functions  become zero when the beta functions  are maxi-

mum and reach their maximum when the beta functions  change the most. The horizon-

tal betatron phase  changes the most in the vertical focusing quadrupole q2 and its adja-

cent drift spaces. In contrast, the changes within the starting and ending q1 quadrupoles are

β(s)
α(s) ψ(s)
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almost negligible. For the vertical betatron phase , it is the other way around. However,

due to the edge focusing of the bending magnets, the total vertical phase advance  is slightly

larger than in the horizontal plane.

Figure 2.11: Top: exemplary trajectory of a single particle (solid blue) and beam envelope (dashed black).

Middle: Normalized particle trajectory along the orbit position (�oquet transformation). Bottom:

Normalized particle trajectory as a function of the betatron phase.

The product of the periodic beam amplitude  and the cosine of the betatron phase

 de�nes the trajectory of a particle in a strictly linear lattice

ψ  (s)y

Q  y

 ϵβ(s)

ψ  (s)u

u(s) =  cos (ψ  (s) + ψ  ),ϵβ  (s)u u 0 (2.103)
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as shown at the example of four consecutive FODO cells in the upper part of Figure 2.11. The

particle performs betatron oscillations according to its betatron phase  within the

beam envelope . The second plot of Figure  2.11 shows the same trajectory using

Floquet’s coordinates . In these coordinates, the beam envelope  becomes

a constant and the particle performs oscillations distorted by the betatron phase . When

plotting the particle trajectory against the betatron phase (s) instead of the orbit position ,

shown in the third plot of Figure 2.11, the oscillation has a perfect sinusoidal shape. Note that in

this representation, the elements of magnetic lattice become distorted according to their phase

advance .

Figure 2.12: Mean beta function for different con�gurations of a FODO cell. For the FODO lattice, the space of

stable quadrupole con�gurations has the form of a necktie and is therefore often called Necktie-Plot.

Figure  2.12 shows a scan over possible quadrupole settings for FODO cells with different

lengths  and de�ection angles, where we used the stability condition from Equation 2.40. Not

ψ  (s) +u ψ  u,0

 ϵβ(s)

u(s)/  β(s)  ϵβ(s)

ψ  (s)u

ψ  u s

ψ  (s  , s  )u 1 2

L
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all con�gurations of quadrupole strengths result in a stable lattice. One condition is that the

focal length of a quadrupole must be greater than its distance to the next quadrupole.

Assuming the focal length would be smaller, then the transverse displacement   of a particle

and its derivative  would have the same sign at the start of the following quadrupole, leading

to a negative feedback loop. For each pass-through, the de�ection would become stronger and

stronger in the next quadrupole, eventually leading to the loss of the particle beam.

The area of stable solutions for a FODO cell without bending magnets is symmetrical to the

diagonal. For low quadrupole strengths, both quadrupoles need to have a similar strength to

create a stable lattice. With increasing quadrupole strength, a larger deviation of both quadru-

pole strengths is possible, leading to the stable area’s necktie shape. The maximum quadrupole

strength is limited by the condition that the focal length of the quadrupoles must be greater

than their distance from each other. The smallest average beta function  for a FODO cell

with a length of 6 meters without bending magnets is achieved when both quadrupoles are set

to about 1.1 m .

With increasing cell length the area of stable solutions decreases. This is again due to the

requirement that the focal length of the quadrupoles must be larger than their distance. This

means that moving the quadrupoles closer together allows for greater �eld strengths.

The second and third row of Figure 2.12 shows the stability plots for different FODO cells

with dipoles with bending angle per cell of  and , respectively. The dipoles edges lead to

an additional defocusing in the horizontal plane and focusing in the vertical plane. Therefore,

the necktie plot is shifted towards smaller values on the axis of the vertical focusing quadru-

pole q2 depending on the dipole’s de�ection angle. Furthermore, dipole edge’s vertical focusing

widens the space of stable con�gurations for lower quadrupole strengths, as a stable solution is

possible even if the quadrupole q2 is turned off.

The smallest average beta function  for a FODO cell with a de�ection angle of  per

cell and with a length of 6 meters is achieved when the horizontal focusing quadrupole is set to

0.8 m  and the vertical focusing quadrupole is set to 1.1 m . Similar to the FODO cell with-

out dipoles, the area of stable solutions is increases when the cell length decreases.

u
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du

β  mean
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π/8 π/4

β  mean π/8
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Figure 2.13: Chromaticity and equilibrium emittance of a FODO lattice at 1 GeV.

The left part of Figure 2.13 shows the in�uence of the quadrupole strength on the equilibrium

emittance of a FODO cell, where both the horizontal and vertical focusing quadrupoles have

the same strength. As one can see, due to the choice of stronger quadrupole, it is possible to re-

duce the emittance by multiple orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, as shown in the right part

of Figure 2.13, the chromaticity rises with stronger quadrupole values, limiting the achievable

emittance as the compensation of the chromaticities leads to a limitation of the dynamic

aperture.

All in all, the FODO lattice is less optimal for modern low-emittance synchrotron light

sources. For high-energy colliders, the FODO lattice is useful as it maximizes the ratio of bend-

ings magnets per circumference. However, in a synchrotron facility, one generally wants to

maximize the ratio of free straights per circumference to utilize insertion devices. Furthermore,

the high dispersion function of the FODO lattice leads to a large equilibrium emittance, which

is increased even more due to the additional quantum excitation of insertion devices at the lo-

cation of high dispersion functions. Therefore, the following section presents a lattice with a

smaller equilibrium emittance that is more suitable for insertion devices.
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2.6.2  The DBA Lattice

As discussed in Section 2.5.2, quantum excitation increases the emittance of the particle beam,

which is a crucial quantity for synchrotron radiation users. The double bend achromat (DBA) lat-

tice, also known as Chasman–Green lattice [24], is one type of lattice to achieve a lower emit-

tance than with the FODO lattice presented in the last subsection. In addition, the DBA lattice’s

dispersion-free sections are suitable for placing insertion devices, minimizing their contribu-

tion to the quantum excitation.

Figure 2.14: Schematic of the DBA. The dispersive particle trajectories are highlighted in red.

Figure 2.14 shows the working principle of a DBA cell: In its simplest form, the DBA consists of

two dipoles and one quadrupole. The horizontal focusing quadrupole stands between two

bending magnets. The quadruple strength is chosen in such a way that it reverses the gradient

of the dispersion function  so that the second bending magnet cancels out the dispersion

 introduced by the �rst dipole.

η  (s)x
′

η  (s)x
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Figure 2.15: Three DBA cells with different distances between bending and quadrupole magnet.

Not only the quadrupole’s strength but also its distance to the surrounding dipoles must be

chosen correctly to ful�ll the achromatic condition. Figure 2.15 shows the dispersion function 

, its derivative with respect to the orbit position   and the trajectory of multiple dispersive

particles for three different DBA cells, where the quadrupole strengths   are identical, but the

distance between bending magnets and quadrupole is different. The color of the particle trajec-

tories indicates if the momentum deviation is positive or negative. In analogy with the rainbow

spectrum of visible light, a particle trajectory drawn in color towards purple represents a posi‑

η  x η  x
′

k
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tive momentum deviation . In contrast, a color towards red corresponds to a negative

momentum deviation .

In the upper plot, the distance between the dipole magnets and the quadrupole is too short.

Here, the dispersion function  did not have enough space to build up so that the quadrupole

could fully reverse the gradient of the dispersion function . Consequently, after the beam ex-

its the cell, there is a non-vanishing dispersion function . Alternatively, one could in-

crease the quadrupole strength  to meet the achromatic condition. In the second case, the

quadrupole strength  and the distance between the dipole magnets and the quadrupole

match perfectly. As a result, the quadrupole exactly reverses the gradient of the dispersion

function  so that the dispersion  outside the cell vanishes. In the last plot, the distance be-

tween the bending magnets and the quadrupole is too large, resulting in a negative dispersion

function  at the end of the cell. In this case, choosing a lower quadrupole strength 

would satisfy the achromatic condition.

δ > 0

δ < 0

η  x

η  x
′

η  >x 0

k

k

η  x
′ η  x
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Figure 2.16: Twiss parameters of the DBA cell.

Usually, there are additional quadrupoles outside the achromat to form a complete DBA cell.

Figure 2.16 shows the graphs of the beta functions , the dispersion functions  and

 and the betatron phases  of a DBA cell with two additional quadrupoles q1 and q2

outside of the achromat. Additionally, Table 2.2 lists important lattice parameters of this DBA

cell.

β  (s)u η  (s)x

η  (s)x
′ ψ  (s)u
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Table 2.2: DBA lattice parameters

DBA

Cell length  / m 8.00

Bending angle 

Quadrupole strength  / m 4.10

Quadrupole strength  / m -6.05

Quadrupole strength  / m 7.82

Horizontal tune 0.75

Vertical tune 0.57

Maximum horizontal beta  / m 27.57

Maximum vertical beta  / m 27.88

Maximum dispersion  / m 0.26

Here the quadrupoles q1 and q2 provide the horizontal and vertical focusing of the particle

beam. As discussed above, the quadrupole q3 reverses the gradient of the dispersion function

. For the second dipole to have precisely the opposite effect on dispersion as the �rst, the par-

ticles must perform exactly half a betatron oscillation from the center of the �rst dipole to the

center of the second dipole. This condition corresponds to a phase advance of

, marked in the bottom plot of Figure 2.16.

L
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Figure 2.17: Quadrupole scan for a DBA with three quadrupole families. In constrast to the Necktie-plot here,

different islands of stable lattice con�gurations emerge.

Not all quadrupole con�gurations satisfy the stability condition from Equation 2.40, making it

signi�cantly more dif�cult to �nd the optimal quadrupole setting for a given objective. In the

case of the FODO cell, which has only two parameters, it is relatively straightforward as it is

possible to scan over all possible quadrupole settings, as shown in Figure  2.12. Furthermore,

even though unstable lattice con�gurations exist, there is only one contiguous area of stable

con�gurations. However, as shown in Figure 2.17, even for the simple DBA lattice of Figure 2.16,

which only has three different quadrupole families, there emerge multiple areas where a stable

solution exists. While it is for three quadrupole families still possible to scan over all possible

values, this becomes unfeasible for six or more magnets [5]. These discontinuities, leading to

the islands of stable lattice con�gurations, make optimizers only useable within a given island

and therefore pose one of the most challenging tasks in lattice development. Section 4.1.3 dis-

cusses how some of these problems have been dealt with for the Q5T2off lattice of the BESSY II

storage ring.

Overall, the DBA lattice is suitable for a low emittance synchrotron light source and there-

fore was a very common choice among many third-generation light sources, including

BESSY II. However, the multi-bend achromat (MBA) lattice allows for even smaller emittances,

making it a popular choice for fourth-generation light sources. The additional quadrupoles
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placed between the bending magnets keep the dispersion function further down, resulting in a

smaller emittance.

Note that the achromatic condition does not necessarily lead to the smallest equilibrium

emittance, as de�ned in Equation 2.100. As demonstrated in [25], another trend is to break the

achromatic condition and leak a �nite value of the dispersion function  into the straight sec-

tions. That effectively distributes the dispersion function  along the ring and reduces it

within the dipole magnets. As long as the dispersion function  does not become too large

within the insertion devices, distributing the dispersion function over the entire ring can re-

duce the equilibrium emittance.

η  x

η  x

η  x
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Chapter 3

Implementation

This chapter covers the challenges and considerations made in implementing the developed

optics code apace. The �rst section presents a brief overview of the used technologies.

Section 3.2 presents the optimizations made to improve the performance of the computation of

the Twiss parameters. While a high-level overview of the functionality of the accelerator model

is given in Section 3.3, Section 3.4 goes into more detail on a usage example. Finally, Section 3.5

introduces the new JSON-based lattice �le format LatticeJSON.

The complete documentation of the developed code is provided by Appendix F or at:

https://apace.readthedocs.io

The source code is available at:

https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace

3.1  Overview of Used Technology

The new lattice development tool is implemented in the Python language. While Python’s large

ecosystem of scienti�c libraries and high-level syntax, sometimes almost similar to plain

English, are major bene�ts, its dynamic nature makes it necessary to make considerations con-

cerning the performance. For example, in Python, even numbers are rich objects at runtime,

and integers can hold values of arbitrary size. In addition, collection types like lists only hold

references to objects, leading to non-contiguous chunks of data and, therefore, to less ef�cient

memory layouts. Python’s dynamic type system offers much �exibility but provides fewer

guarantees, leading to many lookups, inef�cient loops, and generally involves more steps for

any operation than in a statically typed language. Furthermore, the most widely used Python

implementation CPython [14] does not compile to native machine code but instead translates

https://apace.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace
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Python �les to an intermediate format called bytecode and then executes it on a virtual ma-

chine, leading to a performance penalty.

There are various ongoing efforts to improve the performance of CPython [26]–[28] or to

create an alternative faster implementation of the Python language [29], [30]. Nevertheless,

even with these optimizations, pure Python cannot compete with low-level languages in nu-

merical performance, making it not well suited to implement a computational-heavy library.

One popular solution to this performance problem is the NumPy package [31], which is so

widely used that it can be almost considered part of Python when it comes to scienti�c com-

puting. NumPy provides a highly ef�cient multidimensional array type, which is, contrary to

Python’s built-in list, �xed in size, a contiguous chunk of memory, and restricts all elements to

be the same type with a �xed bit length. In addition, NumPy comes with a collection of mathe-

matical routines implemented in lower-level languages like C or Fortran. These routines, like

matrix multiplication or element-wise operations, are not run by Python’s bytecode interpreter

but separated from the language runtime at native speed. Thus, using the NumPy package, sci-

entists get the best of both worlds: Python’s �exibility and short development times and the

performance of natively compiled libraries when working with numerical data.

All data represented by arrays like the beta or dispersion functions utilize NumPy’s array

type in the developed code. A limiting factor is when an operation is not expressible by a single

NumPy function but has to be composed out of many function calls. Crossing the boundaries

between NumPy and Python worlds imposes a performance cost. This performance penalty is

minimized the more time is spent within a NumPy routine. For the computation of the Twiss

product or the one-turn-matrix of the storage ring, which includes many consecutive multipli-

cations of small 6x6-matrices, the cost of crossing the boundaries, therefore, becomes a limit-

ing factor. For algorithms requiring much indexing, using a Numpy array can even be slower

than pure Python code.

Solutions to improve the performance of algorithms in combination with NumPy arrays are

the Numba [32] or Pythran [33] compilers, which can translate a subset of the Python language

and some NumPy operations to native machine code. However, to achieve maximum perfor-

mance, it was decided to implement the time-critical parts of the developed code in C.

Therefore, the CFFI package [34] was used to call the C functions from Python. Furthermore, to

fully utilize the hardware, some of the C routines were written with multithreading using the

OpenMP API [35].

With a share of about 95 percent, most of the code is still implemented in Python. All of this

should be invisible to a user of the developed library.
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Another popular Python package is the matplotlib library [36], which provides a framework to

create scienti�c plots. It is very common when plotting the Twiss parameters to visualize the

magnetic lattice or annotate the different accelerator sections. Therefore, the developed code

provides some functions for this purpose utilizing the matplotlib framework. Furthermore, a

function to draw a �oorplan for a given magnetic lattice is included.

3.2  Improving the Performance of the Twiss Calculation

This section discusses some optimizations to improve the performance of the computation of

the one-turn-matrix and the Twiss parameters. The steps for calculating the Twiss parameters

can be summarized:

�. Choose an arbitrary point on the orbit as an initial position for the periodicity condition

�. Create an array of  elements starting from the initial point

�. Map the array of elements to an array of transfer matrices (transfer matrices for individ-

ual elements)

�. Accumulate the transfer matrices to the different orbit positions (transfer matrics from

starting point to orbit position of given element). The last matrix of this array  corre-

sponds to the one-turn-matrix.

�. Calculate initial Twiss parameters from one-turn-matrix  using (periodic solution)

�. Calculate the Twiss product of the initial Twiss matrix with the accumulated transfer

matrix at every orbit position

where  corresponds to the Twiss parameters at the initial position.

N

[A, B, C, D, ...] (3.1)

[R  ,R  ,R  ,R  , ...]A B C D (3.2)

R  N

[R  ,R  ,R  , ...,R  ] with R  =1 2 3 N 1 R  , R  =A 2 R  R  , R =B 1 3 R  R  , ...C 2 (3.3)

R  N

B  =n R  ⋅n B  ⋅0 R  ,n
T (3.4)

B  0
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During a scan or optimization, the Twiss parameters are calculated multiple times in a row,

which allows for a relatively simple but effective optimization in step 3: Supposing not every

magnet of the lattice changes during each iteration. Then, if the code keeps track of the

changed elements, only the transfer matrices for changed elements must be recomputed. The

transfer matrices of the remaining elements can be cached.

Figure 3.1: The calculation of the accumulated transfer matrices has to be serial (top). Alternatively the one-

turn-matrix  can be calculated in parallel.

The calculation of the Twiss parameters is inherently a not fully parallelizable problem because

either step 4 or step 6 have to be computed sequentially, leading to two options:

In the �rst case, calculating the accumulated transfer matrices  for every orbit position

makes step 6 parallelizable. However, as each accumulated transfer matrix  depends on the

previous transfer matrix , step 4 must be sequential, shown in the upper part of Figure 3.1.

Alternatively, the calculation of the accumulated transfer matrices could be skipped, and

the one-turn-matrix  could be computed in parallel as shown in the bottom part of

Figure 3.1. But, this would make it necessary to calculate the Twiss product using the individual

transfer matrices, for example

which would require step 6 to be sequential.

R  N

R  n

R  n

R  n−1

R  N

B  =3 R  ⋅C B  ⋅2 R  ,C
T (3.5)
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There are two reasons to choose the �rst option over the second: First, the Twiss product con-

tains two matrix multiplications, while the accumulation of the transfer matrix contains only

one. Consequently, the �rst option performs more work in parallel. Secondly, in option 1, the

Twiss product is fully parallelizable with a step complexity of 1 and limited only by the number

of threads. On the other hand, the calculation of the one-turn-matrix using parallel reduction

has a step complexity of .

Figure 3.2: Performance comparison of different implemenations of the Twiss product

As most of the time is spent in steps 4 and 6, it is critical to make them as fast as possible.

Figure  3.2 shows a benchmark of different implementations of the Twiss product (step 6).

numpy_dot  corresponds to the naive NumPy implementation where the Twiss product is cal-

culated using numpy.dot , leading to  function calls. The numpy.einsum  or opt_einsum

functions allow calculating any arbitrary operation expressible in index notation within a sin-

gle function call. For the Twiss product

this corresponds to:

log  (N)2

2N

B  =nij  R  B  R  

kl

∑ nik 0kl njl (3.6)
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The Twiss product was also implemented in C. Once as the full matrix product corresponding

to Equation 2.36 and once as a reduced version corresponding to Equation 2.37, which takes

advantage of the symmetry of the transfer matrices. Furthermore, the C versions were imple-

mented as sequential and parallel versions, taking advantage of all CPU cores. Finally, the C

code was called once using the ctypes package, included in the standard library, and once with

the aforementioned CFFI package.

The implementations vastly vary in execution speed. The numpy.einsum  version is below

 signi�cantly faster than the naive NumPy implementation numpy_dot . This can

probably be attributed to the much fewer function calls. Surprisingly, there is a large perform-

ing decrease at about , making the numpy.einsum  as about as fast as the

numpy_dot  version.

The custom C versions are signi�cantly faster. One reason for that is that the C compiler

knows the size of the matrix array is  and can therefore produce optimized code for

this operation. Furthermore, modern C compilers can automatically take advantage of the

Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions shipped with modern CPUs. SIMD instruc-

tions allow performing vectorized operations on up to 512 bits at once. By looking at the gener-

ated code, it was veri�ed that these SIMD instructions were present in the resulting binary.

Two of the parallel C versions are below  slower than their sequential counter-

part. There is some cost in setting up the different threads. If the time spent within the thread

is too short, this initial cost limits the executions speed, explaining why the sequential versions

are faster for a lower number of matrices . Looking at the graphs of the parallel version, one

can see multiple spikes. This is because the slowest core limits the total runtime of a parallel

operation. If the CPU is fully utilized, the operating system might brie�y stop one core to

schedule a background process, leading one thread to be signi�cantly slower than the others.

Finally, the CFFI package has a lower overhead in calling a C function than the ctypes pack-

ages. The difference of this overhead is signi�cant up to . For this reason and because

CFFI is compatible with more Python implementations, it was decided to use the CFFI package

instead of the built-in ctypes package.

numpy.einsum("nik,kl,njl��nij", matrices, b0, matrices)

N = 2000

N ≈ 2000

(N , 6, 6)

N ≈ 1500

N

N ≈ 5000
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3.3  Representation of the Magnetic Lattice

Besides implementing the physical simulation methods, a major dif�culty is the representation

of the particle accelerator within the simulation software. The goal is to facilitate the usage of

existing optimization and learning algorithms. A good conceptual approach is to model the

programming interface after the real machine, in a sense, by creating a digital representation of

the accelerator. Different simulation methods like tracking or Twiss calculation implementa-

tions are built on top of this digital representation.

Together with a simulation method, the interaction of digital representation of the acceler-

ator and the optimizer can be considered an environment-agent relationship, visualized in

Figure 3.3. In that sense, the optimizer is an agent changing con�guration of the environment,

the digital representation of the accelerator, and observes the new state corresponding to the

result of the simulation method. An event system powers the underlying implementation.

Supposing the optimizer changes the strength of a quadrupole. Then, the digital representation

of the accelerator informs the simulation method that it must recompute a new state. Next, the

optimizer accesses the updated state and accordingly takes another action on the environment.

These steps repeat until they reach a satisfactory condition.
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between the lattice �le, the digital representation of the accelerator, the simulation

methods, and the optimizer.

The description of the accelerator is stored in a so-called lattices �le. This �le has to be parsed

by the simulation software. The different constituents of the accelerator have to be represented

by data types available in the given programming language. To provide a convenient interface,

this was done in an object-oriented way, primarily using two base classes:

�. Element class

�. Lattice class

An instance of the Element  class is a fundamental building block of the particle accelerator.

This could be, for example, a Drift  space, a Dipole  magnet, or a Cavity  object. On the

other hand, an instance of the Lattice  class is a sequence of Element  objects or even other

(sub-) Lattice  objects.

Each element type is a subclass of the Element  class, which provides common attributes

like a length  or a name  that uniquely identi�es the element. Furthermore, each subclass
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implements additional attributes to describe the given element type.

Figure 3.4: A representation of the BESSY II storage ring design lattice. At the top tree is the BESSY II lattice,

which consists out of the Doublet and Triplet sub-lattices. The Doublet and Triplet again consist out of two

Achromat sub-lattices, one Straight sub-lattice and two dipole elements.

The representation of the particle accelerator can be thought of as a tree-like structure, as

shown in Figure 3.4, where the Element  objects are the leaves, the Lattice  objects are the

nodes, and the main Lattice  object is the root of the tree.

As this object-orient way comes at a price, the simulation methods should use more primi-

tive data structures like arrays. Only the interface to the digital representation of the accelera-

tor should use these higher-level data structures. Moreover, the simulation methods should be

implemented as fast as possible.

3.4  Usage

This section gives a small overview of the usage of the developed code. The reader is encour-

aged to start an interactive Python shell or IPython shell, which has multiline support, and fol-

low along by copying the following code snippets.

The only requirements are Python 3.6 or higher and a C compiler. Then, the most recent

version of the developed code, which is 0.1.0 at the moment, can be installed with:

The �rst step is to import the library:

pip install -U apace
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Next, we will build a FODO-ring consisting out of 8 FODO cells. Therefore we create a drift, a

bending magnet, one horizontal and one vertical focusing quadrupole.

The �rst argument corresponds to the name of the element, while the other parameters are

self-explaining. By arranging the just created elements, we can build a FODO cell. Copying this

cell eight times, we end up with a ring with 8-fold symmetry.

To get more information on a speci�c element, we can use the print  function to output a ta-

ble of attributes:

These attributes can be accessed using Python’s usual . -operator.

import apace as ap

d1 = ap.Drift("d1", length=0.55)  

b1 = ap.Dipole("b1", length=1.5, angle=0.392699, e1=0.1963505, e2=0.1963505)  

q1 = ap.Quadrupole("q1", length=0.2, k1=1.2)  

q2 = ap.Quadrupole("q2", length=0.4, k1=-1.2)

fodo = ap.Lattice("FODO", [q1, d1, b1, d1, q2, d1, b1, d1, q1])

ring = ap.Lattice("RING", 8 * [fodo])

��� print(b1)  

 

type            : Dipole  

angle           : 0.392701  

e1              : 0.1963505  

e2              : 0.1963505  

k0              : 0.2618006666666667  

length          : 1.5  

name            : b1  

parent_lattices : {FODO} 

radius          : 3.8196999752992733
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What is notable is that attributes like the length of a lattice, which depends on its elements’

lengths, are automatically updated when one of its elements changes its length.

Next, our goal is to plot the Twiss parameters of the FODO ring. Therefore, we create an in-

stance of the Twiss  class, which takes a Lattice  object as its argument.

We can use matplotlib to plot the beta and dispersion functions:

The developed code comes with a set of convenience functions, which allows us to draw the

magnetic lattice and annotate the locations of the individual FODO cells.

��� d1.length  

0.55  

��� fodo.length  

6.0

��� d1.length = 0.6  

��� fodo.length  

6.2

twiss = ap.Twiss(ring)

import apace.plot as aplot  

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  

 

fig, ax = plt.subplots()  

ax.plot(twiss.s, twiss.beta_x, label=r"$\beta_\mathrm{x}$ / m") 

ax.plot(twiss.s, twiss.beta_y, label=r"$\beta_\mathrm{x}$ / m") 

ax.plot(twiss.s, twiss.eta_x, label=r"$\eta_\mathrm{x}$ / m") 

ax.set(xlabel="orbit position $s$ / m")  

ax.legend(loc="upper center", bbox_to_anchor=(0.5, 1.1), ncol=3, frameon=False) 

fig.show()
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After calling these functions, we end up with the plot shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Twiss parameters for a FODO ring with 8-fold symmetry

In the following example, we will create the famous necktie plot, which marks the regions of

quadrupole con�gurations leading to a stable lattice. We will use an interval  with a

sample size of 100. The results will be stored in a 2-dimensional NumPy array.

aplot.draw_elements(ax, ring, location="bottom")

aplot.draw_sub_lattices(ax, ring, location="bottom")

0 < k < 2
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Next, we loop over the quadrupole strength of the horizontal focusing Q1 and vertical focusing

Q2 quadrupoles. In the body of the loop we, store the average beta function if a stable solution

exists. Otherwise, we store the not a number (nan) value.

Again, we can use matplotlib to visualize the results.

Executing this code gives the plot in Figure 3.6.

import numpy as np

 

samples = 100  

start, end = 0, 2

results = np.empty((samples, samples))  

interval = np.linspace(start, end, samples)

for i, q1.k1 in enumerate(interval):  

    for j, q2.k1 in enumerate(-interval):  

        try:  

            results[i, j] = np.mean([twiss.beta_x, twiss.beta_y]) 

        except ap.UnstableLatticeError:  

            results[i, j] = np.nan

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  

 

fig, ax = plt.subplots()  

extent = start, end, start, -end  

image = ax.imshow(results.T, extent=extent, origin="lower", vmin=0, vmax=30)  

ax.set(xlabel=r"$k_\mathrm{q1}$ / m$^{-2}$", ylabel=r"$k_\mathrm{q2}$ / 
m$^{-2}$")  

fig.colorbar(image, ax=ax).ax.set_title(r"$\beta_\mathrm{mean}$") 

fig.show()
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Figure 3.6: Necktie plot - The region of quadrupole con�gurations leading to a stable lattice has the shape of

a necktie

In the last example, we will use a more complex lattice. Lattices can not only be constructed

manually as shown above but also loaded from a lattice �le. The developed code can load lat-

tice �les in the LatticeJSON format, discussed in more detail in the next section, and all formats

where converters to the LatticeJSON format exist. At the time of this thesis, these are the ele-

gant and MAD-X lattice �le formats.

The ap.Lattice.from_file  method can be used to create a Lattice  object from a �le.

The argument can be a local path or the URL to the lattice �le. In our case, we use this function

to load the BESSY II standard user lattice from a URL.

url = "https:��raw.githubusercontent.com/andreasfelix/master-
thesis/main/code/demo/accelerator-model/bessy2_stduser.json"  

bessy2 = ap.Lattice.from_file(url)  

twiss = ap.Twiss(bessy2)
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We obtain a reference to an individual element by passing its name to the BESSY II Lattice

object. In this case, we want a reference to the Q5 quadrupole in the T2 section.

Besides the beta and dispersion functions, the Twiss  has attributes for the tunes, alpha and

gamma functions, emittance, natural chromaticity, and synchrotron radiation integrals. For

example, the horizontal and vertical tunes of the BESSY II standard user lattices are given:

Also, attributes like the tunes, which depend on the strength of the quadrupoles, are automati-

cally updated when a magnet is changed. For example, reducing the strength of the Q5T2

quadrupole leads to a slightly lower horizontal but slightly larger vertical tune:

Finally, the stable  attribute indicates if a lattice ful�lls the stability condition, de�ned by

Equation 2.40.

Turning off the Q5T2 quadrupole leads to an unstable lattice.

q5t2 = bessy2["Q5T2"]

��� twiss.tune_x, twiss.tune_y  

(17.830955250872567, 6.725123956032014)

��� q5t2.k1 -= 0.1  

��� twiss.tune_x, twiss.tune_y  

(17.80617444219928, 6.745445862447529)

��� twiss.stable  

True

��� q5t2.k1 = 0

��� twiss.stable  

False
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How to achieve a working machine with the Q5T2 quadrupoles turned off is discussed in

Section 4.1.

3.5  LatticeJSON: An Attempt towards a Universal Lattice File Format

The de�nition of the magnetic lattice is stored in a so-called lattice �le. There are several of

these data formats, and often only their corresponding simulation software can process them.

The variety of lattice �le formats is such a big issue of the accelerator physics community that it

even has its dedicated Wikipedia section [37]. Several converters between these �les can do the

heavy lifting but often still require manual adjustments made by a human. Nevertheless, even

if the lattice �le is available in all common formats, there is still no straightforward way to load

the data into an arbitrary programming language. As the most mature accelerator simulation

codes come bundled with a scripting language and optimization routines, this was a lesser

problem in the past. However, there has been an uprise of powerful scripting languages and

modern optimization libraries in the last several years. To leverage these tools, it would be is

necessary to have convenient access to the lattice data.

One solution would be to write a robust parser for an existing lattice �le format. Candidates

would be the MAD-X [8] or elegant [9] lattice �le formats, which are very similar but not com-

patible. Both �le formats have the problem that their syntax is ambiguous. Without further

context, the parser cannot infer an attribute type. For example in

optics  is a string and not a variable name. In another case

num  refers to a variable and not a string. In these cases, the parser has to know the type of

FILE  and HARMON  to parse the �le correctly, making implementing a parser non-trivial.

Both lattice �le formats also support variables and arithmetic expressions. MAD-X even sup-

ports more advanced constructs like loops, macros, and if-else statements, making implement-

ing such a parser even more complex and error-prone. If the goal is to be 100% compatible, one

would have to reimplement a whole programming language to load the lattice data. A more

TWISS, FILE=optics;

RFC: RFCAVITY, HARMON=num;
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feasible solution would be to de�ne a restricted subset of the MAD-X input �le, which would

contain only data and no logic. Appendix E.1 and Appendix E.2 contain grammar �les allowing

to load simple elegant and a subset of MAD-X lattice �les into Python. They work for simple

cases but fail for more advanced lattice �les because of the reasons mentioned above.

A better solution for a plain lattice data format would be to de�ne a schema for an existing

data format, which already has parsers implemented for the most popular programming lan-

guages. One attempt of such a universal lattice �le format was the Accelerator Markup lan-

guage (AML) [38] and the Universal Accelerator Parser (UAP) [39]. The AML is based on the eX-

tensible Markup Language (XML), which is syntactically similar to HTML, the standard

markup language for web documents. AML’s goal was to support the evaluation of arithmetic

expressions and two different representations of the magnetic lattice: An unevaluated represen-

tation containing nested sub-lattices and variables and a �at representation, where the sub-lat-

tices are expanded into a �attened array of elements. Furthermore, it aimed to support infor-

mation beyond the lattice description, like control system con�gurations, magnet history, or

other documentary data. This way, AML could be used as an all-in-one solution for an accelera-

tor facility database. Unfortunately, as of March 2020, AML and the UAP are no longer

maintained.

The AML had high ambitions, which made it challenging to implement: The number of fea-

tures, like variables and a complex representation of the magnetic lattice, made it, even though

it is based on XML, necessary to implement a custom parser for every programming language.

This thesis takes a simpler approach: The lattice �le should not implement variables or

other dependency relations. This functionality is already available in programming languages

and should not be reimplemented in the lattice �le. The de�nition of a lattice �le should not

rely on different representations of the magnetic lattice. The lattice �le should be easy to load

and should not require an additional parser. The primary target of this lattice �le should be

simulation codes, and the implementation should not be made more complicated by making it

suitable for control system usage.

Further requirements are: The lattice �le format should be independent of the simulation

tool and programming language. The underlying �le format should be commonly used, so

there is no need to implement it for different programming languages. Furthermore, it should

be easy to generate elegant and MAD-X �les from this intermediate format. Finally, shown in

Figure 3.4, the magnetic lattice has a tree-like structure: It consists of different elements, like

drifts, magnets, cavities, and sub-lattices, which in turn consist of other elements. A universal

lattice �le format should take this structure into account.

Storing the description of the magnetic lattice raises effectively two questions (Figure 3.7):
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�. How to store the lattice �le persistently on disk?

�. How to represent the lattice �le within a programming language?

As data structures and object types vary between programming languages, it is impossible to

choose arbitrary data types. However, practically every programming language supports primi-

tives like strings, numbers, bools, null, and some containers structures like arrays and key-value

stores. So the goal should be to provide a consistent way to represent the information stored in

the lattice �les using these generic data types. This representation should not try to invent the

next scripting language, but it should be a pure data format. That way, the lattice data can be

used by any programming language.

Figure 3.7: The lattice �le has to be stored on disk. Therefore the representation of the lattice �le within the

programming language has to be serialized into a format that can be stored permanently. Conversely, this

persistent data format has to be deserialized into a data structure when the lattice is loaded into a program.

Fortunately, these issues are already solved by JSON [40], which is an acronym for JavaScript

Object Notation. Even though it has its origins in JavaScript, it is a language-independent and

open data �le format. It can describe complex data and is the de-facto standard for exchanging

data between web applications. There already exist a huge amount of tools for validating and

working with JSON.

JSON answers both questions as the is a 1:1 correspondence between JSON data types and

the generic data types available in almost all programming languages. Once parsed, the lattice

description is represented by the same abstraction of data types as when the lattice informa-

tion was stored on disk. One problem of AML was, that the parsed lattice data, returned by the
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UAP, had a different structure than the stored XML �le. So there were effectively two different

representations of the same information.

JSON provides a convenient way to serialize and deserialize generic data types. To make use

of JSON, the description of the magnetic lattice has still to be de�ned in terms of these generic

data types. Such a de�nition can be achieved with a so-called JSON schema [41]. A �rst de�ni-

tion of such a JSON-based lattice �le format was done and called LatticeJSON. The LatticeJSON

schema �le and more information on LatticeJSON are available at [42].

For example, the de�nition of a FODO lattice as LatticeJSON �le is given by:

To read the quadrupole strength of the Q1 quadrupole in Python, one can use:

{  

  "version": "2.2",  

  "title": "FODO Lattice",  

  "info": "This is the simplest possible strong focusing lattice.",  

  "root": "ring",  

  "elements": {  

    "d1": ["Drift", {"length": 0.55}],  

    "q1": ["Quadrupole", {"length": 0.2, "k1": 1.2}],  

    "q2": ["Quadrupole", {"length": 0.4, "k1": -1.2}],  

    "b1": ["Dipole", {"length": 1.5, "angle": 0.392701, "e1": 0.1963505, "e2": 
0.1963505}]  

  },  

  "lattices": {  

    "cell": ["q1", "d1", "b1", "d1", "q2", "d1", "b1", "d1", "q1"],  

    "ring": ["cell", "cell", "cell", "cell", "cell", "cell", "cell", "cell"]  

  }  

}
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Alternatively, one can use the LatticeJSON library, which validates the lattice �le and can load

lattices �les from URLs.

The URL lattice-database.io is chosen as an illustrative �ller in this example. However, it should

be a goal to establish a central database of magnetic lattice �les, where the operation mode or

�le format can be passed as a URL parameter. This would give physicists access to a large num-

ber of lattice �les without the overhead of maintaining their own set of lattices. Furthermore,

as it is straightforward to generate different versions of a JSON �le automatically, LatticeJSON

could simplify the implementation of such a database signi�cantly.

import json  

 

with open("/path/to/lattice.json") as file:  

    lattice = json.load(file) 

 

type_, attributes = lattice["elements"]["Q1"] 

print("Quadrupole strength", attributes["k1"])

import latticejson  

lattice = latticejson.load("https:��lattice-database.org/bessy2?mode=stduser")
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Chapter 4

Applications

This chapter covers the applications of the developed optics simulation program. The �rst sec-

tion comprises the development and optimization of the Q5T2-off optics of the BESSY II stor-

age ring, which enlargens the available installation length of the cavity module of the BESSY-

VSR project. The second section shows how the beta functions within a straight section of the

BESSY  II storage ring were adjusted for an emittance exchange experiment. Finally, the third

section presents the development of a framework to automatically generate summaries for a

given set of lattice �les.

4.1  Modifying the BESSY II Optics for the VSR project

The motivation of enlarging the installation length for the cavity module was already set out in

Section 1.2.1. One solution is to turn off the Q5 quadrupoles in the T2 section of the storage ring

to gain about 0.7 meters of installation length. The �rst steps towards such a Q5T2off-optics

are described in my bachelor’s thesis [5]. With the best solution found, it was possible to

achieve a working machine with reasonable injection ef�ciency and lifetime. The goal should

be to improve upon this solution.

The following three subsections provide a summarization of my bachelor’s thesis. The �rst

subsection gives an overview of the lattice development of the BESSY II storage ring. The sec-

ond subsection discusses the constraints for the development of an optics with a turned-off

Q5T2 magnet. In Section  4.1.3, the results of the bachelor’s thesis are presented. The fourth

subsection shows how the Q5T2off-optics was further optimized using the developed code of

this thesis. The last subsection summarizes the results of a user operation acceptance test of

the improved Q5T2off-optics.
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4.1.1  Lattice Design of the BESSY Storage Ring

Figure 4.1: The design lattice of the BESSY  II storage ring 1996. Full lattice (top), unit cell (bottom) - (ex-

tracted from [5])

Table 4.1: The quadrupole strength of the

BESSY II design lattice

Magnet Quadrupole strength  / m²

Q1 +2.45190

Q2 -1.89757

Q3D -2.02025

Q4D +1.40816

Q3T -2.46319

Q4T +2.62081

Q5T -2.60000

The BESSY II storage ring has a double bend achromat lattice with 16 straight sections. The in-

jection requires high horizontal beta functions. At the same time, the superconducting wave-

length shifter needs a small horizontal beta function. That led to the decision to develop a lat‑

k
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tice with alternating high and low horizontal beta straights [43]. As a result, the 240 m storage

ring has an 8-fold symmetry with the unit cell shown in Figure 4.1. The seven quadrupole fami-

lies of the design-lattice are listed in Table 4.1.

The two horizontal focusing Q1 quadrupoles in the center of the DBA reverse the gradient of

the dispersion function as discussed in Section 2.6.2. The two vertical focusing Q2 quadrupoles

are necessary to limit the vertical beam size. The high beta straights have the quadrupole dou-

blet Q3D and Q4D, which are vertical and horizontal focusing, respectively. The low beta

straights have the vertical focusing Q3T, horizontal focusing Q4T, and vertical focusing Q5T

quadrupole families, which form a triplet. In order to achieve the low horizontal beta function,

the Q4T quadrupoles must be signi�cantly stronger than the Q4D quadrupoles. The additional

Q5T quadruples are needed to compensate for the stronger vertical defocusing introduced by

the Q4T quadrupoles.

Figure 4.2: The Twiss parameters in D6 (Emil) and T6 (femto slicing) straights (extracted from [5])

Turning off the Q5T2 quadrupoles means turning the T2 triplet section into another doublet

section. As the BESSY II storage ring has undergone several modi�cations since the design lat-

tices from 1996, there are additional constraints that have to be taken into account:

Since 2005, a femto-slicing facility, producing ultra-short x-ray pulses, is commissioned in

the D6 section of the BESSY II storage ring [44], [45]. A femtosecond laser pulse modulates the

electron energy in a wiggler called the modulator. The off-momentum electrons are extracted

by the transverse displacement of a bending magnet, and the synchrotron radiation is emitted

in the following undulator called the radiator. This femto-slicing experiment required the in-

stallation of three additional bending magnets, which together form a dipole chicane, the wig-

gler U139, and the undulator UE56. Another signi�cant alteration of the BESSY II storage ring

was carried out as part of the EMIL project [46], which is dedicated to researching materials for
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renewable energy. It provides multiple beamlines with simultaneous access to soft and hard x-

rays. These are provided by the two UE-48 and CPMU-17 undulators, which are canted to sepa-

rate the generated beam cones. In order to support this setup of the two canted undulators, the

vertical focusing quadrupole QIT6 was installed in the center of the T6 straight, which shifts

the vertical beam waist to the center of the CPMU-17 device. The Twiss parameters in D6

(Emil) and T6 (femto-slicing) straights are shown in Figure 4.2.

Another modi�cation of the BESSY II storage ring was the introduction of the so-called in-

jection optics [47]: The horizontal beta function  was increased in the injection-straight D1

and decreased in all other doublet straights to improve the injection ef�ciency.

4.1.2  Constraints for the Development of the Q5T2off-optics

The Twiss parameters of the BESSY  II storage ring were carefully tuned to support the men-

tioned changes. New modi�cations should not con�ict with the lattice development of the last

several years. Therefore, when turning off the Q5T2 quadrupoles, it should be made sure that

the changes are as local as possible with respect to the T2 section, and perturbations of the

Twiss parameters outside of the T2 should be as small as possible.

β  x
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Figure 4.3: The horizontal and vertical beta functions  of the current standard user lattice. The value of

has to be kept below 4 m to avoid coupled bunch instabilities (based on [1] and extracted from [5])

The VSR cavities set another requirement for the Q5T2off-optics. As addressed by [1] beam-cav-

ity interactions can cause coupled bunch instabilities, which spoil the beam quality. For a �xed

threshold transverse cavity impedance

the average beam current  is determined by the energy , the damping rate , the angu-

lar beam revolution frequency  and the value of the beta function  within the cavity. As

the requirements of the users of the synchrotron radiation restrain the energy , the circumfer-

ence of the ring de�nes the angular beam revolution frequency  and increasing the damp-

ing rate  might con�ict with aspects of the machine operation, the value of the beta func-

tion within the cavity module effectively limits the average beam current . By the estima‑
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tions of [1, p. 83], a beta function of below 4 m within the cavity module would be suf�cient to

store the required current.

Figure 4.4: Maxium and average beta functions  at the 1.50 GHz and 1.75 GHz cavites as a function of the

minimum beta function  (based on [M. Ries, priv. comm., 2017] and extracted from [5])

Assuming a symmetry point, the beta function  at the distance from the center of T2 is

fully de�ned by the minimum beta function  at symmetry point:

Therefore it is possible to calculate the required minimum beta function  to keep the beta

function belows 4  m within the cavity moduel. Figure  4.4 shows the maximum and average

beta function at the 1.50 GHz and 1.75 GHz cavities as a function of the minimum beta function

. A minimum beta function  between 0.6 m and 3.4 m is suf�cient to keep the average

beta below 4 m. A minimum beta function  between 1 m and 2 m would be optimal to keep

the average beta function within the cavity module as small as possible.

4.1.3  Turning off the Q5T2 Quadrupoles

As stated above, the goal is to minimize the beta functions’ perturbation compared to the cur-

rent standard user optics and keep the changes as local as possible. This can be accomplished

by an optimizer that minimizes a �tness function chosen to satisfy the stated objective.

However, the fact that not all quadruple settings result in a stable lattice poses a unique chal‑
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lenge: As an unstable quadrupole setting has no solution, all of them are equally bad.

Therefore, choosing an objective function that provides a practical value to the optimizer in

such a case is not easy. It seems reasonable to return a high constant or in�nity. However, this

leads to a problem when starting an optimizer in a region of unstable quadrupole settings.

Usually, all other quadrupole settings in con�guration space in the direct vicinity of an unsta-

ble lattice con�guration are unstable as well. Therefore, the objective function always returns

the same value regardless of which direction the optimizer chooses in the con�guration space.

Thus, the optimizer is practically left in the dark, and the possibility to converge is left to

chance.

Just switching off the Q5T2 quadrupoles in the current standard user optics leads to an un-

stable lattice. That means that a quadrupole setting with only the Q5T2 quadrupoles turned off

cannot be used as a starting con�guration for optimization. So �rst, a stable lattice con�gura-

tion has to be found, which can then be further improved by an optimizer.

A reasonable approach seems to start by only using quadrupoles in the T2 section to �nd a

stable quadrupole setting. This was directly tested at the machine and also afterward checked

by doing a quadrupole scan in simulations. The stability condition of the Twiss parameters

was derived in Section 2.3.3. The quadrupole scan in Figure 4.5 shows the stable regions for dif-

ferent settings of the Q3T2, Q4T2, and Q5T2 magnets.

2 − R  −11
2 2R  R  −12 21 R  >22

2 0 (4.3)
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Figure 4.5: The stability of the BESSY II storage ring lattices for different con�gurations of the quadrupoles in

the T2 section. Areas where no stable solution of the Twiss parameters exists, are shaded with diagonal lines.

The left plot shows the different quadrupole con�gurations of the Q5T2 and the Q3T2 quadrupoles. The

right plot shows the different quadrupole con�gurations of the Q5T2 and the Q4T2 quadrupoles. The current

standard user optics is marked in red. The blue cross marks the attempt to compensate the turn-off solely

with the Q3T2 quadrupoles, which eventually led to an unstable lattice. A stable solution, compensated by

the decrease of the Q4T2s quadrupole strength, is shown in green. (extracted from [5])

At the machine, the �rst idea was to use the other vertical focusing Q3T2 quadrupoles to com-

pensate for the turn-off of the Q5T2 quadrupoles. Increasing the Q3T2 quadrupoles made it

possible to slightly more decrease the Q5T2 quadrupoles. However, at about 94 % of the initial

strength of the Q5T2 quadrupoles, the beam was lost. That seems to be consistent with the re-

sults of the quadrupole scan. The blue cross in Figure  4.5 marks this unstable quadrupole

setting.

The next idea was to compensate for the turn-off of the Q5T2 quadrupoles by reducing the

strength of the vertical defocusing Q4T2 quadrupoles. That led to a working machine but re-

sulted in a very low injection ef�ciency. Figure 4.6 shows the Twiss parameters where only the

Q3T2 and Q4T2 quadrupoles were changed to compensate for the turn-off of the Q5T2 mag-

nets. Compared to the standard user optics, the perturbation of the beta functions is signi�cant

all around the ring, which probably led to the low injection ef�ciency. In particular, the vertical

beta function increases substantially in the T1, T3, and T6 sections.
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Figure 4.6: Beta functions with turned off Q5T2 quadrupoles compensated with the Q3T and Q4T quadru-

poles of the T2 section (highlighted in blue). The Twiss parameters of the current standard user are shown in

comparison with a dashed line.

The �rst and most local solution provides a starting point to improve the optics further using

an optimizer. The average relative change of the beta function

was chosen as the objective function. Different combinations of quadrupoles were used to

compensate for the turn-off of the Q5T2 quadrupoles. Motivation for selecting the different

quadrupole sets and a detailed overview of the solutions can be found in my bachelor thesis

[5]. Figure 4.7 shows the best solution obtained within the scope of the bachelor thesis. The op-

tics was tested at the storage ring, and a high current with reasonable lifetime and injection

ef�ciency was stored.
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Figure 4.7: Twiss parameters of the best solution of my bachelor’s thesis (solid) in comparison to the stan-

dard user optics (dashed).

4.1.4  Optimizing the Q5T2off-optics in Simulations

As stated in the conclusion of my bachelor’s thesis, further improvements to the optics are nec-

essary: First, the presented solution has a non-negligible -beat outside of the T2 section. The

standard user optics is �ne-tuned in the injection straight, EMIL and, femto-slicing sections.

Therefore, changes introduced by the Q5T2off optics should be as local as possible to avoid

con�icting with previously made considerations. The goal is to limit the -beat to the T2 and

its adjacent neighboring sections. Another issue is that the vertical beta function in the center

of the T2 section is with 3.6 m still too high. As stated before, the minimum beta function must

be a least 3.4 m and would optimally be between one and two meters. Furthermore, the optics

have to be further optimized regarding the non-linear dynamics. Different sextupole settings

can be used to optimize the momentum acceptance.

Adjusting the objective function can reduce the -beat. My bachelor’s thesis used the mean

relative residual of the beta function. That meant that a change from 4 m to 2 m corresponding

to -50 % had the same weight as a change from 20 m to 30 m (+50 %). Therefore, this incen‑

β

β

β
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tivized the optimizer to reduce the beta function below the value of the standard user optics at

certain positions, resulting in a larger -beat. This can be solved by composing the relative

change of the beta function  with a recti�ed linear unit (ReLU) function 

, which maps every value below one to one. This has the effect of a lower threshold,

which disincentivizes to lower the beta function below the reference value at the expense of

making it larger somewhere else. Larger changes can be more disincentivized by squaring the

relative change. To ensure the vertical beta function  is small enough at the center of the T2

section , it can be included in the objective function.

Taking the mentioned considerations into account, leads to the new objective function:

With the developed code, this roughly translates to:

The optimization procedure was run for different combinations of quadrupoles. Due to the im-

provements made to the Twiss calculation code, it was now possible to do much more itera-

tions in a much shorter time. Furthermore, it was possible to run the optimization procedure

multiple times in a row, using the last optimization result as a starting point for the next.

Figure 4.8 shows the Twiss parameters of the best obtained Q5T2off optics compared to the

current standard user optics. A complete code snippet that reproduces the Q5T2off optics and

explanation is included in the Appendix B.
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def objective_function(values, quads):  

    for quad, value in zip(quads, values):  

        quad.k1 = value 

 

    if not twiss.stable:  

        return np.inf  

 

    beta_beat_x = np.maximum(1, twiss.beta_x / twiss_ref.beta_x) ** 2 

    beta_beat_y = np.maximum(1, twiss.beta_y / twiss_ref.beta_y) ** 2 

    return np.mean([beta_beat_x, beta_beat_y]) + twiss.beta_y[t2_center]
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Figure 4.8: Twiss parameters of the best Q5T2off optics (solid) in comparison to the current standard user

optics (dashed)

Figure 4.9 shows the -beat of the new Q5T2off optics compared to the old Q5T2off optics. The

old Q5T2off optics has a high horizontal -beat in the injection straight and a high vertical 

-beat all around the ring, including the femto-slicing section D6 and EMIL section T6. With the

improvements to the Q5T2off optics, the -beat outside of T2 and its adjacent sections is effec-

tively negligible. For the horizontal plane, the changes within the T2 and its adjacent sections

are primarily negative. For the vertical plane, there are two peaks at the beginning of the adja-

cent DBA. Furthermore, the vertical beta function at the center of the T2 section was reduced

from 3.6 m to 1.8 m.

β

β  x β  y

β
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Figure 4.9: Beta beat of the Q5T2off optics with the standard user optics (blue) compared to the beta beat of

the best solution of the bachelors thesis (orange)

4.1.5  User Operation Acceptance Test of the Q5T2 Optics

With improvements made to the Q5T2off optics, the following steps are to transfer the optics

to the machine and test if it is ready for standard user operation. According to [18], the quadru-

pole strength is proportional to the current 

where  is the vacuum permeability,  is the aperture radius and  corresponds to the wind-

ing number. Therefore, the new power supply values can be calculated by the ratio of the new

and old quadrupole strength times the old power supply value:

I

k ≈ 2   ∝
a2

μ  nI0

p

q
I, (4.6)

μ  0 a n

I  =new  I  

k  old

k  new
old (4.7)
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To make sure that the optics is transferred correctly to the machine, a precise measurement of

the current quadrupole strengths  is necessary. Therefore, the Linear Optics From Closed

Orbits (LOCO) method [48], [49] from the MatLab Middle Layer [50] can be used to determine

the linear optics. The LOCO method �rst measures the orbit response matrix and the disper-

sion function. Afterward, the data is �tted to a lattice model to calculate the individual quadru-

pole strengths.

LOCO-measuring the current standard user optics started of the machine commissioning.

Then a new Q5T2off optics was �tted based on the just LOCO-measured standard user optics.

Next, the new power supply values were transferred to the machine using a program developed

for this purpose, shown in Appendix C. After the machine was set to the new Q5T2off optics,

another LOCO measurement was carried out to ensure the optics was transferred to the ma-

chine correctly. Figure 4.10 shows the Twiss parameters of the LOCO measured Q5T2off optics

compared to the Twiss parameters of the Q5T2off optics obtained from the optimization. There

seem to be some deviations in the horizontal beta function. Especially within some of the dou-

blet sections, the beta function is slightly asymmetric to the center. However, the vertical beta

function matches very closely with the one from the simulation. Overall, it can be said that the

optics was transferred correctly. Finally, the quadrupole setting of the Q5T2off optics was

saved in the control software to make it available for future machine commissions. Figure 4.11

shows the LOCO-measured Q5T2off optics compared to the current standard user optics.

k  old
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Figure 4.10: Twiss parameters of loco measured Q5T2off optics (solid) in comparison to the Q5T2off optics

obtained from the optimization (dashed)
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Figure 4.11: Twiss parameters of loco measured Q5T2off optics (solid) in comparison to the current standard

user optics (dashed)

In another machine commissioning session, the Q5T2off optics was audited for standard user

operation. During this user acceptance test, several smaller checks were performed. First, a

small injection with low current was done to verify that the optics was correctly restored from

the control software. Then, the quadrupoles were cycled to eliminate possible hysteresis ef-

fects. The orbit correction was used to improve the orbit. Next, a high current test was carried

out. The current was injected up to 250 mA with injection ef�ciencies between 90% to 95%.
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Figure 4.12: Lifetime as a function of the vertical noise 

Figure 4.12 shows the lifetime measurement. A vertical noise is used to in�ate the vertical beam

size, which reduces the probability of electron collisions within a bunch and therefore increases

the lifetime. Touschek lifetime  and gas lifetime  are 8.5 and 21.4 hours, respectively. All in

all, the measured lifetimes are close to the lifetimes of standard user optics.

Up next was the measurement of the kicker lifetimes. Here the kicker magnets of the orbit

bump are �red rapidly without actually injecting a beam. If the lifetime is decreased during this

process, electrons are lost at the septum, which would limit the possible injection ef�ciency.

However, no effect on lifetime could be detected, which indicates an in�nite kicker lifetime.

Table  4.2 list the results of the chromaticity measurement, containing the values of the

tune, �rst and second-order chromaticity for the Q5T2off optics compared to the standard user

optics. The horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal tunes are unchanged. However, the vertical

V  N

τ  T τ  G
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and longitudinal chromaticities of the Q5T2off optics are slightly smaller than in the standard

user optics. Also, the 2ⁿᵈ order chromaticities are slightly smaller in the horizontal and vertical

plane.

Table 4.2: Tune, �rst and second order chromaticity of the Q5T2off optics (left) and the standard

user optics (right)

Tune Chroma Chroma 2ⁿᵈ Tune Chroma Chroma 2ⁿᵈ

0.8485 1.9245 -43.2045 0.8427 2.0929 -47.2121

0.7259 3.1846 -63.0949 0.7264 3.1098 -67.7113

0.0061 0.0034 0.2384 0.0061 0.0058 -0.7480

The streak camera was used to measure the length of the different bunches of the BESSY II �ll

pattern. Single bunch, PPRE bunch, slicing bunch, and multi-bunches had the same length as

in the standard user optics. That was expected as the Q5T2off optics did not change the mo-

mentum compaction factor .

Figure 4.13: Phase acceptance scan off the Q5T2off optics compared to the standard user optics.

As demonstrated in [47], improving the phase acceptance can increase the momentum accep-

tance, injection ef�ciency, and Touschek lifetime. At BESSY II, the longitudinal phase between

the booster synchrotron and the storage ring can be varied. This allows measuring the injection

x

y

z

α  c
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ef�ciency as a function of the phase offset, also called a phase acceptance scan. The resulting

curve’s full width at half maximum (FWHM) can then de�ne the phase acceptance. Figure 4.13

shows the phase acceptance of Q5T2off optics compared to the standard user optics.

Surprisingly, even with non-optimized sextuples, the phase acceptance seems wider but

slightly lower than in the standard user optics. The FWHM of the curves are 1.2 ns and 0.9 ns,

respectively. The fact that the phase acceptance of the standard optics was so small leaves the

suspicion that the sextupole setting was not fully optimized during machine commissioning.

Also demonstrated in [47], a phase acceptance of 1.5 ns FWHM for standard user optics is possi-

ble with an optimized sextupole setting.

The optics was run overnight as a long-term test. One thing that remains is to optimize the

harmonic sextupole setting. However, all in all, the user acceptance test can be considered a

success. Important beam parameters like lifetime, injection ef�ciency, phase acceptance, chro-

maticity, and kicker lifetime are as good as in the standard user optics.

4.2  Emittance Exchange Experiment

Besides optimizing the Q5T2-off optics, the developed code was also used to modify the

BESSY II storage ring optics for an emittance exchange experiment. The experiment required a

high horizontal beta function of 15 m at the center of the T2 straight while keeping the pertur-

bation of the beta function small around the rest of the storage ring. The goal was to study if

raising the beta function at the position of a skew quadrupole, set up by four striplines, would

increase its resonant excitation. In theory, the higher amplitude due to the higher beta function

should lead to a stronger skew quadrupole kick, increasing the transverse emittance exchange.

The standard user optics was modi�ed using the objective function

where  is the ReLU function thresholding at one. Similar to optimizing the

Q5T2off optics, the �rst term is used to reduce the -beat around the rest of the ring.

Moreover, the region between 40 m and 50 m is excluded from the integral as this would be in

con�ict with the second term. The ReLU function R(x) is composed with the relative residual of

the beta function  to disincentivize lowering the beta function below the reference value

at the expense of making it larger somewhere else. The second term is used to raise the beta
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function to 15 m. The �rst derivative of the beta function  ensures the resulting optics

is symmetrical at the center of T2 section.

Figure 4.14: Optics 1 - High horizontal and low vertical beta and function in the T2 straight.

Figure 4.14 shows an optics where all quadrupoles from the D2 to the D3 section were used for

the optimization. Already described in Section 4.1.5, the optics was transferred to the machine

by calculating the new power supply values from the old and new quadrupole strength ratio,

using the tool shown in Appendix C. Afterward, the optics was LOCO-measured to ensure it

was transferred correctly.

 (s  )ds
dβ  x

T2
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Table 4.3: Beam size depending on resonant skew excitations for the different optics

Optics
Skew

Excitation
 / μm  / μm

Standard

User
off 62.4 37.0

Standard

User
on 57.0 0.91 169.0 4.57

⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯

Optics 1 off 58.0 41.3

Optics 1 on 52.8 0.91 227.0 5.54

⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯

Optics 2 off 58.8 44.3

Optics 2 on 54.2 0.92 267.0 6.03

The stripline in the center of the T2 section was set up as a skew quadrupole to excite the beam

resonantly. A pinhole at the dipole at the end of the D5 section was used to measure the beam

size. Table 4.3 list the beam sizes for the standard user optics and the optics with the high hori-

zontal beta function with the skew excitation turned on and off. Without any excitation, the

standard user optics’ horizontal and vertical beam sizes at the pinhole are 62.4  μm and

37.0 μm, respectively. Despite the small coupling of below 2%, the vertical beam size is  com-

parable to the horizontal beam size , since the vertical beta function  is many times larger

than the horizontal beta function  at the pinhole position. With the resonant skew excitation

turned on, the horizontal beam size decreases to 57.0 μm while the vertical beam size increases

to 169.0 μm. As the beam size is de�ned by , this change corresponds to a decrease

of the horizontal emittance to .

Without the excitation, the optics with the high horizontal beta function has a slightly

smaller horizontal beam size  of 58.0  μm and a slightly larger vertical beam size  of

41.3 μm. While the Twiss parameters seem to have been unaffected in the D5 section in simula-

tion, this change can probably still be attributed to a change of the beta functions when the op-

tics was transfered to the machine. Surprisingly, with the skew excitation turned on, the hori-

zontal emittance only decreased to 52.8 μm, corresponding to 91 %, which is the same value as

in the standard user optics. Thus, in contradiction to the expected results, the additional hori-

zontal amplitude at the skew quadrupole did not seem in�uence the emittance exchange.

σ  x σ  /σ  x x,off σ  y σ  /σ  y y,off

σ  y

σ  x β  y

β  x

σ  =u  ϵ  β  u u

0.91 =2 0.83
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Figure 4.15: Optics 2 - High horizontal and high vertical function in the T2 straight.

Therefore, during the same machine commissioning session, it was decided to �t a second op-

tics where also the vertical beta function is raised to 15 m. For this, the objective function was

extended by the vertical analog of the second and third terms of Equation  4.8. Figure  4.15

shows the Twiss parameters of the optics with both beta functions raised to 15 m in the center

of the T2 section. The optics was again LOCO-measured to ensure it was transferred to the ma-

chine correctly. Again, the horizontal and vertical beam sizes were measured with the skew ex-

citation on and off. Also, this time, the horizontal beam size was decreased to 0.92 of its size

without excitation.

While it requires more investigation in simulations as well as in experiments why the larger

amplitude at the skew quadrupole did not increase the emittance exchange, the experiment

showed that the developed code is �exible enough to support various lattice development

tasks.
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4.3  Automated Lattice Summaries

Section 1.2.3 outlined the need for a shared database of lattice �les and automatically gener-

ated summaries: Physicists often repeat the cumbersome work of manually translating be-

tween different lattice �le formats. In addition, simulations results are often dif�cult to repro-

duce or transfer to similar lattice development tasks. Finally, a standardized visualization of

the simulation results would make lattices easier to compare.

An infrastructure that makes not only the lattices �les sharable but also the simulation rou-

tines and visualization of the results could solve these problems. Ideally, a user only has to add

a lattices �le to the database. Then, a set of routines leveraging different simulation codes

would be run locally or in the cloud. Finally, the simulation results would be summarized by a

standardized lattice report. Due to the lattice summarizes being contentwise and visually con-

sistent, the user could conveniently compare different lattices.

Such a framework could be valuable in different scenarios: It could facilitate collaborative

lattice development within a facility. For example, in the case of HZB, it could be used to bench-

mark BESSY III lattice candidates. Furthermore, it could also facilitate the exchange of lattice

�les between different facilities. One tangible idea would be to create an updated version of the

Synchrotron Light Source Data Book [7]. That could be realized by a website where every facil-

ity could contribute to. Even in cases of smaller lattice development tasks, which do not involve

several people, a standardized interface to set up routines and organize lattice �les is still bene-

�cial. Using the same framework for local lattice development incentives collaboration as no

extra work is required to share custom simulation routines. Reproducing the simulation result

and plots of a colleague would then come down to running one command with the name of the

routine and lattice �le as arguments:

This section presents the prove-of-concept framework lattice-summaries, developed based on

the lattice �le format LatticeJSON. Currently, it provides routines to calculate the Twiss param-

eters using elegant [9], MAD-X [8], or the simulation code developed for this thesis.

Section 4.3.1 outlines the architecture of the lattice-summaries framework. The following sub-

sections provide a more detailed overview of the different components of the framework.

lattice-summaries <name-of-routine> <name-of-lattice>
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4.3.1  Architecture

The source code of the lattice-summaries framework can be found on GitHub under the nobeam

organization (https://github.com/nobeam).

The framework is split up into three different repositories:

�. lattice-summaries-data: A database of lattices �les and optional run parameters

�. lattice-summaries: A set of routines leveraging different simulation codes

�. lattice-summaries-website: A website to inspect the simulation results

Figure 4.16: Schematic overview of the lattice summaries architecture

Figure 4.16 gives a schematic overview of the lattice summaries architecture. A user uploads a

new lattice �le and optional run �les to the lattice-summaries-data repository, which functions

as the database. Then routines de�ned in the lattice-summaries repository are run for all se-

lected lattices. Next, the simulation results are uploaded and served by a static web server. Now

the simulation results can be viewed through a website, which dynamically creates the sum-

mary views for the given simulation data. The lattice-summaries-website repository contains the

source code of the website.

https://github.com/nobeam
https://github.com/nobeam/lattice-summaries-data
https://github.com/nobeam/lattice-summaries
https://github.com/nobeam/lattice-summaries-website
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The presented architecture was chosen to offer maximum �exibility: Keeping the data reposi-

tory and repository containing the simulation routines separate makes it possible to support

multiple instances. This way, the data repository can be switched out so that different facilities

can create their own instances for private lattice development. A public instance, for example,

could be used to create an updated version of the Synchrotron Light Source Data Book.

Furthermore, this allows the framework to be used for local lattice development, as a local in-

stance of the data repository can be used.

The repository containing the website and the simulations results are also kept separate.

That has the advantage that the website does not have to be updated when new simulation re-

sults are computed. That is convenient in the case of local lattice development, where the sim-

ulation results change frequently.

4.3.2  Database of Lattice Files

As most lattice �le formats are plain text �les, using Git seemed reasonable to build the data-

base. The alternative would have been to use some NoSQL database and built a small API on

top of it so that people could contribute and review new lattices. However, this seemed like un-

necessary work as most of the functionality is already provided by the Git ecosystem. For ex-

ample, hosting systems for Git repositories like GitHub or GitLab already provide the function-

ality to contribute, review contributions and run custom code in the event of a new contribu-

tion. Furthermore, Git has the advantage that it is ubiquitous, and many physicists are already

familiar with how to use it.

The lattices are split into different namespaces so that multiple physicists can work on sim-

ilar lattices without creating a name collision. In general, the lattice �les follow the naming

schema:

An exemplary folder structure of a lattice database looks like:

<namespace> / <machine>_<familiy>_v_<version>
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Every namespace contains an info.toml  �le, which contains additional metadata. That in-

cludes the human-readable title, an optional description, a list of authors, a list of labels, and a

list of simulation routines that should be run for the given lattice. The list of simulation rou-

tines is necessary because a lattice �le might contain special elements unique to a given simu-

lation, not available for the other simulation routines. Possible labels, for example, could be if

the lattice contains anti-bends, combined functions magnets, or longitudinal gradient bends. A

detailed explanation of adding a lattice to the database can be found in the README.md  �le of

the lattice-summaries-data repository.

4.3.3  Set of Routines

The set of routines are responsible for generating the simulation results. This is arguably the

most complex part. These routines can be dependent on each other. For example, to run the

routine that plots the Twiss parameters, a routine that calculates them must be run �rst. If the

lattice is not available in the necessary format, another routine has to be run before translating

the lattice �le to the needed format.

The goal is that different simulation codes can power these routines, with more routines

being added over time. Currently, the lattice-summaries framework provides the following rou-

tines: One routine that translates lattice �les between the LatticeJSON format and the lattice

�le formats used by elegant and MAD-X. One routine extracts general information about the

lattice, such as the circumference, energy, number of sections, section length, or bends per sec-

tion. Three routines that compute the Twiss parameters using either elegant, MAD-X, or the

database  

├── namespace-1  

│  ├── bessy2_design-1996_v_1.json  

│  ├── bessy2_stduser-2019-05-07-v_1.json  

│  └── info.toml  

├── namespace-2  

│  ├── bessy3_5ba-20p_v_long-bend-tgrb.lte  

│  ├── bessy3_5ba-20p_v_reference.lte  

│  └── info.toml  

���

https://github.com/nobeam/lattice-summaries-data
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developed code for this thesis. Furthermore, three routines that plot the Twiss parameters, a

�oor plan, or the higher-order chromaticity.

For local lattice development, the users change a con�g �le to use their private version of

the lattice database if they need a lattice not available in the shared database. Another conve-

nience feature is that the dependency relation between the routines is lazy evaluated, which

means that simulation is not rerun if a user only adjusts code, which is part of a visualization

routine. Detailed instructions on the setup and usage are provided in README.md  �le of the

lattice-summaries repository.

4.3.4  Lattice Summaries Website

This website provides a frontend to view the simulation results. The website is developed as a

Single Page Application (SPA) using the JavaScript Framework Vue.js 3 [51] and the build tool

Vite [52]. A SPA is a website that, on user interaction, dynamically rewrites the current web

page instead of fetching a pre-rendered page from a server. The advantage is that the website

does not have to be updated if new simulation results are uploaded. Instead, new pages are cre-

ated dynamically in the frontend. Furthermore, it makes it possible to use the website for local

development. By changing the DATA_URL  environment variable, the user can display local

simulation results.

Currently, the website consists out of three views:

�. A landing page that lists all lattices

�. A lattice view, which lists an overview of the available summaries for that lattice

�. Different types of summary views depending on the simulation routine

https://github.com/nobeam/lattice-summaries
https://vuejs.org/
https://vitejs.dev/
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Figure 4.17: Screenshot of the landing page of the lattice summaries website

Figure 4.17 shows a screenshot of the landing page. It provides a search bar where lattices can

be �ltered by name. Furthermore, lattices can be �ltered by Namespace, Machine, and Author.

The search results are displayed as cards. These cards provide a short description, links to the

corresponding lattice �le in different formats, and links to the different types of summaries

available for the given lattice.
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Figure 4.18: Screenshot of an examplary lattice summary of the BESSY II design lattice

Figure 4.18 shows an exemplary lattice summary of the BESSY II design lattice generated by the

apace simulation code. The lattice summary consists out of different cards which provide dif-

ferent information. Independent of the type of summary, the �rst card is an info-card identical

to the card shown in the search results. All other cards are speci�c to the type of summary. For

example, in the case of the Twiss summary generated by the apace code, the second card pro-

vides some general information on the lattice. That includes energy, circumference, number of
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bends, number of sections or, section length. The third card provides a plot with the beta func-

tion and horizontal dispersion function for the unit cell. Other lattice parameters like the mo-

mentum compaction factor, emittance, or the synchrotron radiation integrals are listed in a ta-

ble on the fourth card. The last card shows a �oor plan of the unit cells.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis presents the development of a new lattice design tool developed in the Python lan-

guage and a new JSON-based lattice �le format. The introduction outlines the technical obsta-

cles physicists have to overcome during lattice development. Ranging from the problems of ex-

changing lattice �les to the challenges of interfacing existing accelerator codes from a modern

programming language, forcing physicists to write complicated and error-prone wrapper

scripts.

Since Python has evolved to the lingua franca of the scienti�c community, it is an obvious

candidate to form the basis of a new lattice design tool. In addition, the native interface to

Python’s ecosystem gives particle accelerator physics access to a large pool of scienti�c li-

braries, easy to integrate into lattice development work�ows. While the capabilities at the mo-

ment are limited to linear beam dynamics, which corresponds only to a fraction of what ma-

ture accelerator physics codes like elegant or MAD-X are capable of, the developed code has

been successfully used for several applications:

The Q5T2off optics presented in my bachelor’s thesis was signi�cantly improved. The -

beat outside the T2 section and its adjacent sections is negligible. The reduced vertical beta

function in the center of the T2 section now clearly ful�lls the requirements to avoid coupled

bunch instabilities. Finally, a successful user acceptance test showed that the optics is ready for

standard user operation.

In the context of an emittance exchange experiment, the BESSY II storage ring’s optics was

modi�ed. First, the horizontal beta function was raised in the center of a triplet section to in-

crease the in�uence of resonant skew excitation. Then, during the experiment, a second optics

change was needed. The developed code was used throughout the same machine commission-

ing session to �t another optics where both beta functions were raised to 15 m in the center of

the triplet section. While the experiment itself did not lead to the expected effect, it showed

that the developed code is �exible enough to support a variety of lattice development tasks.

The developed code apace and the LatticeJSON lattice �le format form the basis of a prove-

of-concept framework to generate standardized lattice reports for a given set of lattice �les.

β
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While much work still has to be done, automated routines to calculate the Twiss parameters

using elegant [9], MAD-X [8], or code developed for this thesis have been set up. The simula-

tion results can be inspected via a website. The framework could be used to facilitate the lattice

development of the BESSY II successor BESSY III, where many lattice candidates arise. Also, the

framework could be used to create an updated version of the Synchrotron Light Source Data

Book.

The new JSON-based lattice �le format LatticeJSON can be considered a byproduct of this

work. The goal was to create the most simple and straightforward lattice �le format possible to

make it easy to load the lattice data into every programming language. In contrary to other lat-

tice �les formats, the LatticeJSON format is a pure data format and does not support any con-

structs like variables, loops, or conditions. While, at the moment, only basic objects like drift

sections, multipoles, cavities, or sub-lattices structures are supported, this is already suf�cient

to describe many accelerators. The simplicity of the format might not make it useable for every

scenario, like for control system software, where additional con�guration or the history of the

magnet values is stored. However, its simplicity facilitates it to integrate it into other tasks. For

example, the LatticeJSON format has proven helpful in transferring a new optics to the ma-

chine. To automate the process of calculating the new power supply values, the quadrupole

strengths have to be extracted from the lattices �les. Because the new lattice �le format is

JSON-based, which makes it trivial to extract values out of it, it was much easier than with the

existing lattice �le formats.

In conclusion, the code developed as part of this thesis will not replace the existing more

mature and full-featured particle accelerator codes. However, it has shown how a modern lat-

tice development work�ow can look like and extends the ecosystem of accelerator tools by en-

abling fundamental lattice development using the Python language.
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Developed Code

apace is yet another particle accelerator code designed for the optimization of beam optics. It

is available as Python package and aims to provide a convenient and straightforward API to

make use of Python’s numerous scienti�c libraries.

The source code is available at:

https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace

A.1  Installation

Install and update using pip:

A.2  Requirements

Python 3.6 or higher (CPython or PyPy)

CFFI 1.0.0 or higher

NumPy/SciPy

Matplotlib

C Compiler

pip install -U apace

https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace
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A.3  Links

Documentation: https://apace.readthedocs.io

API Reference: https://apace.readthedocs.io/en/stable/reference/apace/index.html

Examples: https://apace.readthedocs.io/en/stable/examples/index.html

Releases: https://pypi.org/project/apace/

Code: https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace

Issue tracker: https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace/issues

A.4  License

GNU General Public License v3.0

https://apace.readthedocs.io/
https://apace.readthedocs.io/en/stable/reference/apace/index.html
https://apace.readthedocs.io/en/stable/examples/index.html
https://pypi.org/project/apace/
https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace
https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace/issues
https://github.com/andreasfelix/apace/blob/main/LICENSE
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Appendix B

Code to Reproduce the Q5T2off Optics

The following code snippets reproduce the Q5T2off optics presented in Section 4.1.4.

First, the apace , numpy  and, scipy.optimize  libraries are imported. Then, a new

Lattice  and Twiss  object for the current BESSY  II standard user optics is created. The

np.searchsorted  is used to obtain the index of the center of the T2 section, located at 45 me-

ters. Finally, the current horizontal and vertical beta functions are copied to be later used as

reference values:

import apace as ap

import numpy as np

from scipy import optimize

 

bessy2 = ap.Lattice.from_file("bessy2_stduser_2019_05_07.json")  

twiss = ap.Twiss(bessy2, steps_per_meter=4)

t2_center = np.searchsorted(twiss.s, 45) 

beta_ref_x = twiss.beta_x.copy()

beta_ref_y = twiss.beta_y.copy()

t1 = ["Q3P1T1", "Q3P2T1", "Q4P1T1", "Q4P2T1", "Q5P1T1", "Q5P2T1"]  

d2 = ["Q3D2", "Q4D2"]  

t2 = ["Q3T2", "Q4T2"]  

d3 = ["Q3D3", "Q4D3"]  

t3 = ["Q3T3", "Q4T3", "Q5T3"]  

q5t2 = bessy2["Q5T2"]  

quads_turnoff = [bessy2[name] for name in t2] 

quads_optimize = [bessy2[name] for name in t1 + d2 + t2 + d3 + t3]
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The optimization procedure consists of two parts, which use two different sets of quadrupoles

de�ned in this snippet. The �rst part uses the quads_turnoff  quadrupoles, corresponding to

the quadrupoles in the T2 section. Here, each iteration lowers the value of the Q5T2 quadrupole

step by step, while the optimizer tries to compensate the turn-off using the quads_turnoff

quadrupoles. Then, in the next step, the optimizer tries to optimize the Twiss parameter for

similarity with the reference optics. It uses the quad_optimize  quadrupoles, corresponding

to all quadrupoles from the T1 section to the T3 section.

The snippet above corresponds to the objective function de�ned in Equation 4.5. The values of

twiss.beta_x  are not equidistant but depend on how long a given element is and how often

it is sliced. Integrating the beta beat using the trapezoidal rule np.trapz  takes the correct

weighting factor into account. The max(twiss.beta_y[t2_center], 1.6)  is used to incen-

tivize a small vertical beta function in the center of the T2 section , but it is capped at

1.6 m as these should be enough to ful�ll the requirements stated in Section 4.1.2.

def objective_function(values, quads):  

    for quad, value in zip(quads, values):  

        quad.k1 = value 

 

    if not twiss.stable:  

        return np.inf  

 

    beta_beat_x = np.maximum(1, twiss.beta_x / beta_ref_x) ** 2 

    beta_beat_y = np.maximum(1, twiss.beta_y / beta_ref_y) ** 2 

    beat_mean = np.trapz(beta_beat_x + beta_beat_y, x=twiss.s) / bessy2.length 

    return beat_mean + max(twiss.beta_y[t2_center], 1.6)

β  (s  )y T2
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This snippet de�nes a run function, which takes one parameter, quads . That is the list of

quadrupoles used for the optimization. If the Twiss parameters are not stable, the program

stops with an error message.

In the last snippet, the optimization is executed. First, optimization is run using the quadru-

poles quads_turnoff . For each iteration, the k1  value of q5t2  quadrupole is lowered un-

til it reaches zero. In the second loop, the obtained optics is optimized using all quadrupoles.

Finally, the optimized Q5T2off optics is saved to disk.

def run(quads):  

    result = optimize.minimize( 

        objective_function,  

        np.array([x.k1 for x in quads]), 

        args=quads, 

        method="Nelder-Mead", 

    )  

    print(f"k1: {q5t2.k1:+.3f}, objective: {result.fun:+.3f}")  

    if not twiss.stable:  

        raise Exception("Result must be stable!")

for q5t2.k1 in np.linspace(q5t2.k1, 0, 10):  

    run(quads_turnoff)  

 

for _ in range(5):  

    run(quads_optimize)  

 

bessy2.as_file("bessy2_q5t2off.json")
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Appendix C

GUI to Calculate and Set new Power

Supply Values

Figure 8.1: Screenshot of a simple application to calculate and set new power supply values

Transfering a new quadrupole setting to the machine by manually entering individual power

supply values into the control system can be cumbersome and error-prone. Therefore, a simple

application with a graphic user interface (GUI) was developed to automate this process. It is

written in Python and uses the EPICS interface to interact with the machine. Figure C.1 shows a

screenshot of the application. The application is visually split into three parts:

The �rst two buttons in the upper part load the quadrupole values of the new lattice and

reference lattice. The �les must be in the LatticeJSON format. The third button loads the power

supply values of the reference lattice.

Below, a table shows the reference, current and, new power supply values. The new power

supply values
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are calculated by the ratio of the new and old quadruple strength times the old power supply

values.

The bottom frame contains multiple buttons: The �rst button stores all quadrupoles’ cur-

rent power supply values to a JSON �le. During the LOCO measurement, that should be done to

make sure the quadrupole values correspond to the power supply value. The second button

computes the new power supply values. The multi-knob-toggle in the middle allows interpo-

lating between two lattices. The user can choose a second lattice �le and use a slider to interpo-

late between the quadrupole values of these two lattices. Finally, the three buttons in the right

corner can set the new power supply values or set and restore the current quadrupole setting.

I  =new  I  

k  old

k  new
old (C.1)
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Transfer Matrices

Solving Equation 2.20 yields the matrix entries for the transversal offset  and slope .

Two effects in�uence the longitudinal offset : First, the path length within an element

can vary from the path length of the ideal orbit. Following from Equation 2.12, in linear approx-

imation the total path length within an element of the length  is given by:

Secondly, the time scales linearly with the relative velocity error . Using an approximation

from relativistic kinematics

we can combine both effects and obtain an expression for the longitudinal offset

Assuming no radiation, the relative momentum deviation

stays constant, resulting in only one nonzero entry in the bottom row of the transfer matrices.

u(s) u (s)′

l(s)

L

Z =  (1 +∫
0

L

κ  (s)x)dsx0 (D.1)
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D.1  Drift Space

In a drift space of the length , where , Equation 2.20 simpli�es to:

The longitudinal offset  simpli�es to:

Thus, the transfer matrix of a drift space is:

D.2  Dipole Magnet

In a dipole magnet of the length , where  and , Equation 2.20 simpli�es to

which is an inhomogeneous second-order differential equation. The transfer matrix for a bend-

ing magnet, solving Equation D.8, is

L κ  =x0 k = 0

  

x′′

y′′

= 0

= 0 (D.5)
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L κ  =x0  0 k = 0
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2
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= κ  δx0
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where , , and . The expression above corresponds to a sector

magnet, where the entrance and exit angles are zero. The entrance and exit angles , intro-

duced by a rectangular dipole magnet, lead to an effect known as edge focusing and can be de-

scribed by the matrix

Consequently, the transfer matrix for a rectangular dipole magnet is

D.3  Quadrupole Magnet

In a quadrupole magnet of the length , where  and , Equation 2.20 simpli�es to:

The longitudinal offset  changes identical as in the drift space, leading to the transfer ma-

trices for a horizontal focusing quadrupole
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R  =b,r R  R  R  .e b e (D.11)
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and for the vertical focusing quadrupole

where , , , and .
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s = sin  Lk c = cos  Lk sh = sinh  Lk ch = cosh  Lk
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Appendix E

Grammar Files of Common Lattice File

Formats

The grammar �les are given in the Lark grammar language, which is based on the Extended

Backus–Naur Form.

E.1  Elegant Grammar File

This grammar is not 100% consistent with elegants parser:

Elegant’s parser allows tokens to be split by the line continuation character “&”. For ex-

ample, it parses ANGLE=0.123& without an error. However, this is non-trivial to express

with grammar rules and is therefore omitted.

Elegant’s parser allows a trailing ” in attribute de�nitions. This means L=1.23” is parsed

without an error. It seems like a bug and is left out.

Elegant’s parser allows unlimited trailing “,”, which also seems like a bug.
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Elegant used the so called reverse polish notation (RPN) for its arithmetic expressions. As there

is no syntactic distinction between an escaped string and a variable, it is possible that a colli-

sion can happen. In this case a variable is wrongly identi�ed as string.

%ignore /!.*/            �� ignore comments 

%ignore /[ \t\f]/+       �� ignore whitespace 

%ignore /&[ \t\f]*\r?\n/ �� line continuation 

%import common (SIGNED_INT, SIGNED_FLOAT, SIGNED_NUMBER, ESCAPED_STRING, CNAME) 

 

int         : SIGNED_INT 

float       : SIGNED_FLOAT 

string      : ESCAPED_STRING 

word        : /\w+/ 

name        : /\w+/ | "\"" /[\w:]+/ "\"" 

start        : _NEWLINE* (statement _NEWLINE+)* 

_NEWLINE    : /[ \t\f]*\r?\n[ \t\f]�� 

?statement  : element | lattice | command | "%" assignment 

element     : name ":" [name] ("," attribute)* ","? 

attribute   : word "=" (int | float | string | word) 

lattice     : name ":" "LINE"i "=" arrangement 

arrangement : [int "*"] [/-/] "(" object (","+ object)* ")" 

?object     : ref_name | arrangement 

ref_name    : [int "*"] [/-/] ["\""] /[\w:]+/ ["\""] 

command     : name ["," word]
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E.2  MAD-X Grammar File

The following grammar is only a subset of MAD-X grammar, but it is suf�cient to parse basic

MAD-X lattice �les.

assignment  : expr "sto" CNAME 

?expr       : SIGNED_NUMBER �� number 

            | CNAME         �� variable 

            | function 

            | binary 

!function   : expr ("exp" | "sin" | "cos" | "tan" | "asin" | "acos" | "atan") 

?binary     : expr expr "+" �� add 

            | expr expr "-" �� sub 

            | expr expr "*" �� mul 

            | expr expr "/" �� div 

?start_rpn  : assignment | expr �� used to tested the rpn parser
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As there is no syntactic distinction between a non-escaped word and a variable, we must parse

words as variables and test afterward if it is a variable or not.

%ignore /\s+/  �� whitespace 

%ignore "&" �� backwards compatiable line continuation 

%ignore /(!|\/\/).*/  �� single line comments 

%ignore /\/\*(\*(?!\/)|[^*])*\*\��  �� multiline comment 

%import common (SIGNED_INT, NUMBER, ESCAPED_STRING) 

 

int         : SIGNED_INT 

string      : ESCAPED_STRING 

word        : /[\w\.]+/ 

start       : (_statement ";")* 

_statement  : element | lattice | command | assignment 

element     : word ":" [word] ("," attribute)* ","? 

attribute   : word ("=" | "��") (expr | string) 

lattice     : word ":" "LINE"i "=" arrangement 

arrangement : [int "*"] [/-/] "(" object ("," object)* ")" 

?object     : ref_name | arrangement 

ref_name    : [int "*"] [/-/] word 

command     : word ("," (word | string | attribute))*
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assignment  : word ("=" | "��") expr        �� assignment 

?expr       : item 

            | "{" expr ("," expr)* ","? "}" �� array 

?item       : term 

            | expr "+" term                 �� add 

            | expr "-" term                 �� sub 

?term       : factor 

            | term "*" factor               �� mul 

            | term "/" factor               �� div 

?factor     : power 

            | "+" factor                    �� identity 

            | "-" factor                    �� neg 

?power      : atom 

            | power ("^" | "**") power      �� pow 

?atom       : NUMBER                        �� number 

            | word                          �� variable �� see 1. 

            | word "(" expr ")"             �� function 

            | "(" expr ")" 

?start_artih : assignment | expr  �� used to tested the arithmetic parser
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Appendix F

Documentation

The documentation is available as a Web version

https://apace.readthedocs.io

or as PDF

https://apace.readthedocs.io/_/downloads/en/latest/pdf/.

https://apace.readthedocs.io/
https://apace.readthedocs.io/_/downloads/en/latest/pdf/
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